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Abstract: Modern telecom operators will have to change their business approach, organization,
products development and services development, customer approach and many other important
issues if they want to be competitive on the telecom markets in the following years and decades.
They will have key roles in this period dubbed the Industry 4.0 era. There are many different models
of analysis for telecom operators, but they all have a partial approach to analysis and none of them
gives a complete picture of the analysis of telecoms. The Comprehensive Techno-Economic (CTE)
model for the analysis of telecom operator potentials is a new and original model for analysis and will
significantly help in their transformation processes. This model will enable a quick and easy analysis
of the potential of the telecom operator, but also of individual parts of it, regardless of other parts
of the company. Despite the fact that the model is easy to define the input data and that it is fast in
applying the analysis, it gives precise and mathematically defined results from which one can see the
assessment of the potential of telecom or independent assessment of its parts. The main advantages
of this model are simplicity, speed of telecom analysis, accuracy of results and its modularity, i.e.,
independent evaluation of individual parts. Such a model is necessary for telecom operators to
achieve fast and reliable potential assessment, analysis, modeling and the easier adaptation of new
products and services. This is a unique model with a scientific background and theoretical settings,
and it provides practical application in the telecommunication market.

Keywords: new techno-economic model; Industry 4.0; telecommunication; telecom operator; potential

1. Introduction

The era known as Industry 4.0 brings big changes to all business segments and,
therefore, people’s lives. Perhaps the biggest impact of this economic revolution will be on
the telecommunications segment and thus on telecom operators.

Telecom operators will have a key role in the Industry 4.0 era. Their participation
in the full capacity and contribution to the development of the quality of people’s lives
will require that they adapt in accordance with the changes brought about by this period.
This adjustment will not be easy, and many will make mistakes, further slowing their
own development, as well as Industry 4.0 activity. Therefore, it is necessary to have a
comprehensive model that will provide an accurate, fast and high-quality assessment of
the potential of telecoms, suggesting guidelines for the development and transformation of
telecom operators according to the results.

After researching currently known and primarily used models and their applica-
tions [1–6], it was concluded that there is no model for very fast, high-quality telecom
operator potential analysis “from the top to the bottom”.

The analyzed models and frameworks are: Enhanced Telecom Operations Map
(eTOM) Frameworks, the Shared Information and Data (SID) Model, the Technology Accep-
tance Model (TAM), the Training Needs Assessment (TNA), Technological-Organizational-
Environmental Frameworks (TOE), Information Technology Infrastructure Library Frame-
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works (ITIL), Different Techno-Economical Models [7], Different Business Analysis, Differ-
ent Cost Analysis, the SWOT Model, the PESTLE Model, Porter’s Five Forces, the Ansoff
Matrix, the Boston Consultancy Group Matrix (BCG) and other relevant models. All
relevant explanations of these models can be found in Appendix A of this paper.

eTOM (Enhanced Telecom Operations Map) Frameworks [8–16] defines all details
and parts of the telecom service provider activities. The set of documents helps in creating
business processes “from end to end” for telecom operators [17]. Sharing information and
data model (SID) defines telecom operator business processes and serves the purpose of the
quality development of open and automated OSS/BSS systems [18–20]. The Technology
Acceptance Model (TAM) [21–23], together with the Technology-Organization-Environment
(TOE) model [24], explore factors of building information modelling (BIM), but the TAM
model also analyzes the substantial use of Internet technologies for training and learning
purposes. The TOE framework model defines three main levels and their influence on
how individual organizations accept innovations based on new technologies and their
dimensions and characteristics. The TNA model [25–27] creates and defines rules for
Human Resources (HR) issues in any company and represents an excellent base for HR in
the CTE Model. The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) framework [28–30] analyzes, among
other items in the IT segment, maturity level and smart city readiness. This framework
was one of the very good starting points in the development of certain areas (Technological
Development Area and Service Development Area) in the CTE model.

Business Analysis models [31–35] analyze different segments in telecom operators;
for example, price controls and defining margin rules, competitive strategy, interaction of
the OTT business model and the telecom operator, competition and sustainable compet-
itiveness in the business ecosystem, identifying business ecosystems, IT investments in
telecom operators and their usability in business processes, and many other purposes. The
Cost Analysis Model [36–39] develops the mechanism of risk-adjusted scheduling and cost
budgeting of research and development (R&D) projects in telecommunications, analyzes
customer satisfaction, switching intentions, perceived switching costs and perceived al-
ternative attractiveness, and develops case studies for cost allocation regarding flex-grid
optical networks and similar projects, churn prediction in the telecommunications sector,
etc. TEM serves many different purposes [40–42] of analysis. For example, it analyzes pure
5G network models and comparison of the Cognitive Radio and Software Defined Network
(SDN) in 5G mobile networks, defines and develops business modeling of optical networks
for Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN), evaluates optical disaggregation architectures in
the context of metropolitan area networks, and so on.

Also, commonly used models for evaluating certain companies are SWOT, PESTLE, the
Ansoff Matrix, Porter’s Five Forces and the BCG Matrix models. All relevant explanations
of these models can be found in Appendix A of this paper.

All of the above-mentioned facts point to there being no single model for a quick but
precise analysis of the telecom operator’s potential (from top to bottom). In this period
and in the years and decades that follow, the telecommunications market will go through
many challenges and changes during Industry 4.0. Due to these reasons, it is mandatory to
have a unique model for a quick, precise, and high-quality assessment of the potential of
telecom operators with an assessment of the main advantages and disadvantages. The CTE
model was created exactly for this purpose.

During the Industry 4.0 era, the telecommunications market will change drastically.
This is being reflected in almost all business segments, from the introduction of new tech-
nologies, through the development of new products, services and the development of sales
networks and customer service, as well as a greater orientation towards the development
of its own employees. Because of such rapid, sweeping changes, there is a need for such a
model and a completely different approach for analysis than is prevalent in current models
used for analyses in telecommunications.

This article presents and describes the Comprehensive Techno-Economic (CTE) model
for the assessing of telecom operator potentials. The CTE model is a new and original model
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based on the research of existing models of analysis and experience in telecommunications.
This model is fast, reliable and efficient in assessing the potential of a particular telecom
and provides accurate potential assessment results. In addition, this model is modular and
can be used to estimate individual parts of telecoms. The CTE model can also be used to
compare two or more telecoms from the same or different countries.

The main goals of the CTE model are defined as follows:

• To calculate and evaluate the potential of a telecom operator easily and quickly with
remarkably high accuracy;

• To calculate and evaluate the potential of area(s) of the telecom operator easily and
quickly with very high accuracy;

• To compare two or more telecom operators from one or more countries;
• To aid managers and employees in making certain strategic business decisions.

This model can be used wholly unto itself, but can also be used modularly: one or
several items from one or more areas, an entire area or several areas together for assessing
the data of telecom operators(s). It measures the potential of internal items on the business
of telecoms but also assesses the potential of telecom resilience in the face of external factors.
The model gives results that will help to support relevant business and strategic decisions,
which have been noticed as the main shortcoming of the existing models used for telecom
modeling and adaptation to the changes brought forth by Industry 4.0.

In this research, of which one of its parts is shown in this paper, two hypotheses have
been proven and thus confirmed:

Main hypothesis: By developing a modular model for telecom operator analysis, and
based on defined areas and defined items for analysis within certain areas, it is possible to
make an objective quantitative assessment of individual segments of telecom operators for
better and more efficient operations.

Second hypothesis: This model will enable comprehensive or partial qualitative and
quantitative comparison among telecom operators in the same or different countries.

The scientific contributions of this research and final model are:

- The development of a new modular model of the telecom operator, which will make
it possible to objectively and more easily optimize the adoption of certain key and
strategic technological and business decisions.

- The application of the model in optimizing different areas of a telecom operator
separately and independently, easily and quickly.

In Section 2, a brief presentation of the scientific literature is given in order to show
that significant research is being carried out regarding the transformation of the telecom-
munications market in the Industry 4.0 era. Changes in the telecommunications market
directly affect the need for fast and high-quality transformation of telecom operators in
order to respond to these changes.

In Section 3 of this paper, explanations are given for each of the areas (Table 1) and a
description of one item with the corresponding equation. Other items with associated equa-
tions are defined and described in the Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D,
Appendix E, Appendix F, Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I, Appendix J, Appendix K,
Appendix L, Appendix M, Appendix N, Appendix O, Appendix P. Table 2 lists the basic
objectives of the analysis of each of the areas, the impact of forward-backward connections
between the areas and links to parts of the text and appendices for all areas.

Table 1. The distribution of fields in the CTE model.

CTE Model

Technical Level Coverage and Accessibility to Users Technological Dev. and IT Development

Business Level Products Development Services Development Sales and Customer care Human Resources (HR)

Environmental Level Political, Financial, Regulatory and Law environment Quality of Brand and Presence in public
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Table 2. CTE model—brief explanations and connections to the text in the article.

CTE Model
Chapter: Section 3; Appendix B

T
L

Se
ct

io
n

3.
3.

A
pp

en
di

x
C Coverage and Accessibility to Users

1. The quality of accessibility to users via fixed and
mobile technology.

2. To: Technological and It Development Area, Products
Development Area, Services Development Area, Sales
and Customer Care Area, Quality of Brand and
Presence in public.

3. From: Sales and Customer Care Area
4. Chapter in the article: Section 3.3.1.
5. Appendix in the Article: Appendix D.

Technological Dev. and IT Development

1. The quality of the implementation of modern
telecommunications technologies, but also with regard
to the readiness to accept new advanced systems for
new advanced services of the future.

2. To: Products Development Area, Services
Development Area

3. From: Sales and Customer Care Area
4. Chapter in the article: Section 3.3.2.
5. Appendix in the Article: Appendix E.

B
L

Se
ct

io
n

3.
4.

Products Development

1. The quality of products
in fixed and
mobile parts.

2. Sales and Customer
Care Area, Services
Development Area,
Quality of Brand and
Presence in Public Area

3. Coverage and
Accessibility to Users
Area, Technological
and IT
Development Area

4. Chapter in the article:
Section 3.4.1.

5. Appendix F.

Services Dev.

1. The quality of
new services
implementation in the
telecom system.

2. Sales and Customer
Care Area, Quality of
Berend and Presence in
Public Area

3. Q and A Area, Tech.
and IT Dev, Products
Development Area

4. Chapter in the article:
Section 3.4.1.

5. Appendix G.

Sales and Customer care

1. The quality of sales
and customers care
approach to users.

2. Forward links: None.
3. C and A to Users Area,

Technological and IT
Dev. Area, Products
Dev Area, Services Dev.
Area. Quality of Brand
and Pres. in Pub.

4. Chapter in the article:
Section 3.4.2.

5. Appendix H

Human Resources (HR)

1. The quality of all
important aspects in
HR area—from
managers to
employees, investment
in education and
trainings . . .

2. Influence (not direct
links) to all Areas in TL
and BL levels + Quality
of Brand and Presence
in Public

3. Influence from all
Areas from TL and BL
levels + “P, F,
RandL Env”

4. Chapter: Section 3.4.3.
5. Appendix I

EL
Se

ct
io

n
3.

5.

Political, Fin., Regulatory and Law environment

1. The quality of resistance that telecom has to external
influences and the potential of using the environment

2. Influence to All other Areas
3. None
4. Chapter in the article: Section 3.5.1.
5. Appendix J

Quality of Brand and Presence in public

1. The quality of telecom influence to users and
potential users.

2. Forward links: Sales and Customer Care Area
3. Cand A to Users area, Products Dev Area, Services

Dev Area,
4. Chapter in the article: Section 3.5.2.
5. Appendix K

Section 4 describes the use of the model for the comparison of three telecoms in the
same country and the method of modular application of the model. In that chapter, the
method of reading the results was also shown, and it was shown how to use the model to
obtain guidelines for certain strategic business decisions.

Section 5 shows the use of the entire model for the analysis of one telecom, as well as a
presentation of the results and how to use them for the purpose of obtaining guidelines for
making strategic business decisions. At the end of the paper, a detailed conclusion is given
(Section 5) about the model, its advantages, how to use it and the continuation of research
to improve the model. The paper includes 16 Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C,
Appendix D, Appendix E, Appendix F, Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I, Appendix J,
Appendix K, Appendix L, Appendix M, Appendix N, Appendix O, Appendix P that serve
to facilitate the understanding of the use of the model in practice.
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2. A Review of the Relevant Literature for the Analysis of Telecom Operators

There is much research circulating around the world dealing with the changes and
adaptations of telecoms in the Industry 4.0 era, which will have a significant impact on
their business in the coming years and decades. For example, [43] provides empirical
evidence for sustainable growth research and useful insights for practitioners to maintain
sustainable growth for major telecom opaerators in China. Based on the resource-based
view (RBV), this study explores the factors that influence sustainable growth. In [44],
systematic research was carried out on collaboration and adaptation attempts between
business models and technological innovation. Research shows that the novel mode is
beneficial both to telecom users and telecom enterprises. Corporation social responsibility
(CSR) is a key topic in the next analyzed article [45]. This paper aims to evaluate and analyze
the maturity of CSR practices through an empirical study for telecom companies in KSA.
Article [46] analyzes relationships between telecom operators and OTT service providers.
The booming OTT business has had a significant impact on traditional telecommunication
businesses, such as with voice and short message services, and the sense of crisis among
telecommunication operators shows that the channeling trend has become increasingly
obvious. Faced with competition on the distribution of interests between channels and
content, telecommunication operators and OTT service providers are engaged in fierce
competition and cooperation simultaneously.

The study [47] investigates the factors affecting Bharti Airtel’s cross-border postacquisi-
tion performance in an African market. This article analyzes and describes the relationships
among numerous factors such as technical capability, affiliated firms’ absorptive capacity
and organizational learning capabilities. Their relationships determine successful opera-
tions of the analyzed acquisition deal. The analysis and study of three telecoms is presented
in article [48]. This article gives managers and stakeholders (including customers, capital
owners and employees) a means to understand major changes and determinants of value
creation and distribution. The main focus here is on explaining the extent to which vari-
ous stakeholders—employees, customers, capital owners and government—were able to
appropriate the value created by the firms.

Article [49] deals with the issue and comparison of three telecoms in Yemen. This
survey reveals that a significant link with technology acceptance and use exists between
device automaticity, user experience, system efficiency and information quality. According
to the study findings, the adoption of the proposed model will play an important part in the
successful application of the modern technology in Yemeni companies. The next paper, [50],
deals with the examination of knowledge management and market orientation, innovation
and organizational performance. This research was conducted on the telecommunication
market in Pakistan. The objective of this research was to examine the impact of knowledge
management orientation on a firm’s performance with the mediating role of organizational
innovation and market orientation. The presented results of the study demonstrate that
knowledge management orientation plays an affirmative role in the promotion of organiza-
tional performance. Another paper deals with the link between technology, knowledge
management and service development in the telecom industry in Indonesia during Indus-
try 4.0 [51]. This further confirms the interest of scientists and experts in research in the
field of telecommunications during the Industry 4.0 era. The authenticity of this research
lies in the description of how management emerges with a practical oriented framework of
how organizations must be formed to be innovative and competitive through the general
arrangement of antecedents of service innovation. Research conducted in Poland is pre-
sented in the following paper [52]. The aim of the research is to discover new knowledge
allowing for the description and design of 4.0 business models using network effects. The
results of the study present the possibility of using the network effect in business models
4.0. The paper develops a framework for business model analysis from the perspective
of Industry 4.0. The presented research will allow for an indication of the possibility of
using a business model from the perspective of Industry 4.0, based on the theory of the
network effect in developing the value of network organizations. In recent years, the influ-
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ence of Industry 4.0 on the telecommunications market has been researched and analyzed
extensively. Thus, [53] analyzes a new approach in the creation and development of new
advanced telecom services. New approaches are now on the production floor—flexible
but ultra-reliable, low latency wireless communications through interoperable systems
that share data. The current paper aims to provide an overview of converging telco-grade
solutions that can be successfully applied in the wide sense of industrial production. Within
the framework of this research, many articles and studies conducted around the world
have been investigated; among them, only one more—[54]—will be presented here. The
fast development of smart sensors and wearable devices has provided the opportunity
to develop intelligent operator workspaces. The primary enabling factor of the resultant
Operator 4.0 paradigm is the integration of advanced sensor and actuator technologies and
communications solutions. This work provides an extensive overview of these technologies
and highlights that the design of future workplaces should be based on the concept of
intelligent space.

Research and development of the CTE Model was started in 2015. From then until
today, this model has undergone certain changes and additions. Other research the world
over has been followed along with in order to confirm the need for such a model. In this
overview, and in the previous part of the text, only research from the past few years that
has been carried out in many countries around the world (China, Indonesia, Poland, South
Africa, Yemen) are listed. The amount of research in this area is growing significantly, for
which the thesis that this area requires further elaboration is confirmed. This is precisely
why there is a recognized need for a model that can, relatively quickly and without the
engagement of many people, and, at the same time accurately and qualitatively assess the
potential of telecoms in the output of the Industry 4.0 era, suggest what needs to be changed
and/or further improved. One such model is missing in this field because all the others
analyzed and presented in the Introduction and Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C,
Appendix D, Appendix E, Appendix F, Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I, Appendix J,
Appendix K, Appendix L, Appendix M, Appendix N, Appendix O, Appendix P are too
complex and require much time and human potential to use them. This research was
started for that reason, and the results will be presented in a subsequent part of the text.

3. Description of Comprehensive Techno-Economic (CTE) Model
3.1. Disadvantages and Shortcomings of Existing Models for the Analysis of Telecom Operators

All previously mentioned models work with a large dose of subjectivism, and yet
no model offers a complete picture and overview of the state and potential of telecom
operators. This research, which was conducted over the last few years, has defined the need
for creating a unique and comprehensive model that could minimize and even eliminate
subjectivity in the results.

3.2. Description of Levels, Areas, Segments and Items in the CTE Model

The first and basic division in the model is the division into levels. This model has
been defined by three levels:

• Technical Level (TL)
• Business Level (BL)
• Environmental Level (EL)

These three levels will consist of different segments, which are the second division of
the model. Individual segments will be grouped into areas because all segments do not
have the same importance in terms of the analysis of telecom potential [54,55].

The final number of different defined segments in this model is fourteen. These
fourteen segments can describe any telecom operator potential from the top to the bottom.
They are as follows:

• Coverage and accessibility to users (TL),
• Technological development (TL)
• IT Development (TL)
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• Products Development (BL)
• Services Development (BL)
• Sales (BL)
• Customer Care (BL)
• Human Resources—HR (BL)
• Political Environment (EL)
• Regulatory Environment (EL)
• Law Environment (EL)
• Finance Environment (EL)
• Quality of Brand (EL)
• Presence in public (EL)

The last divisions in this model are items. Each segment/area is defined by specially
defined items that essentially describe and give value to the entire area. Each of the items
is mathematically described, their sum revealing the total value of the area. The actual
version of the CTE model has three levels, eight areas, fourteen segments and various items
in each area. The format of the model is “2–4–2”. All items in each area have a maximum
worth of 0.1 (10%), and each area has a maximum value equal to 1 (100%). Table 1 shows
and explains this distribution.

The results will be presented as follows:

• Total amount of CTE Model for individual telecom operator potential;
• Total Area Value (max. value of each area is 1);
• Each item’s value in each area;
• Tabular and graphical forms for easier comparison of telecoms.

Before a more detailed description of individual areas and items, a tabular representa-
tion of the relationship between areas, their mutual influence and connections to individual
parts can be found in the article. The table will explain the following:

1. Main targets: Assessment and calculation of telecom potential regarding the spe-
cific areas;

2. Forward links: Showing the influence of the observed area on other areas of the model;
3. Backward links: Showing which other areas have an influence on the observed area;
4. Chapter in the article: Link to chapter in article;
5. Appendix: Link to Appendix in article.

Table 2 gives a brief overview and main goals of the analysis in individual fields,
mutual links between fields and links to chapters and appendices in the text. In this way,
it is easier to understand the principle and mode of operation of the model and to obtain
additional information about individual areas and items within them.

3.3. Technical Level in the CTE Model

The Technical Level consists of three segments, which are as follows:

• Coverage and accessibility to users (TL);
• Technological development (TL);
• IT Development (TL).

According to the characteristics of these segments and what they provide in their
outputs to assess potential of the telecom, these segments provide two areas.

3.3.1. “Coverage and Accessibility to Users” Area

The following ten (10) items have been defined in the C&A area:

• Mobile connectivity and availability:

• Quality of mobile data access in urban areas (outdoors);
• Quality of mobile data access in special parts of urban areas—areas of mass gatherings;
• Quality of mobile data access in rural areas;
• Quality of mobile data access on roads: highways and main state roads;
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• Quality of mobile data access on roads: regional roads and local roads.

• Fixed connectivity and availability:

• Distribution and number of transmission fiber optics cables (fibers) at the state
level among urban settlements;

• Percentage of connections to homes (houses, flats, apartments . . . ) by fiber optic
cables—FTTH (fiber to the home);

• Percentage of connections to factories, business facilities, incubators, etc. by fiber
optic cables—FTTBus;

• Local loop shortening of the copper network—percentage number of households
and companies that are less than 500 m from the last telecom connection point;

• Quality of protection of the primary transmission system.

According to all surveys and research, the future of telecommunications is based on
the (mobile) Internet and services based on connection to the (mobile) Internet. Some
services will be sensitive and dependent mostly on download speed, some on upload
speed, some will be sensitive to latency and others to different combinations of these two or
even all three factors. In order to analyze the quality of the mobile signal (first five items),
the following items will be measured for a mobile sub-segment in the “C&A area”:

• Download data rate (Mb/s);
• Upload data rate (Mb/s);
• Delay of data signal (ms).

The mathematical equations for calculating of the first five items is given as follows:

QoMD =

(
AvgADD·FDL

Re f ADD
+

AvgADU·FUL
Re f ADU

+
Re f DY·FDY

AvgDY

)
·0.1

where:
QoMD = The Quality of Mobile Data access
AvgADD represents the Average Access to Mobile Data Download, calculated as:

AvgADD =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

ADDi

RefADD represents the Referent Download Access Speed (this value changes accord-
ing to the development of mobile systems),

AvgADU represents the Average Access to Mobile Data Upload, calculated as:

AvgADU =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

ADUi

RefADU represents the Referent Upload Access Speed (this value changes according
to the development of mobile systems),

RefDEL represents the Referent delay of sampling (this value changes according to
the development of mobile systems),

AvgDEL represents the Average delay, calculated as:

AvgDEL =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

DELi

FDL represents the Factor that defines download importance,
FUL represents the Factor that defines upload importance,
FDY represents the Factor that defines delay importance,
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N represents the Number of samples,
Number 0.1 represents the maximum worth of this item.
It is important to note that:

FDL + FUL + FDY = 1

It is important to define where, when and how many times mobile signal samples will
be taken considering the population and surface of an urban area, locations of rural areas,
highways, main state roads, regional roads and local roads [56–63]. These questions—and
answers to them—make for differences among the five items. Precise descriptions and
definitions of the sampling method for all the first five items of this area are an integral part
of the model. The sum of these items gives us the total value of the potential of the telecom
operator in terms of accessibility to users via mobile networks.

Another five fixed items, which are also mathematically defined and precisely de-
scribed, will not be explained here due to a lack of space. It is important to state that the
calculation of this area gives us the qualitative and quantitative value of a telecom, i.e., its
potential in terms of accessibility to users.

3.3.2. “IT and Technological Development” Area

Another area at the Technical Level in the CTE model is the “Technological and IT
Development area“. It consists of two segments: “IT Development“ and “Technological
Development“. This area has ten items which are related to technological and IT issues.
All items in this area are calculated as QoIT&T (Quality of IT&T item). The items may be
changed or supplemented over the coming years and decades in accordance with changes
and developments in the telecommunications and IT markets, as well as customer needs
for various services.

The result of the mathematical equation for one of the items from the area is presented
here. The billing system is one of the most important systems for a telecom operator. Billing
systems face several important issues, one of which is the implementation of new changes
regarding existing tariff models, tariff options, tariff groups and groups of tariffs. This last
issue is crucial for assessing the potential of the telecom—the speed of response and action
in terms of creating new and/or supplementing existing tariffs, groups, options and more.

The equation describing this item is as follows:

QoSBS =

(
Re f TTM·FTM

MaxTTM
+

Re f TGTM·FGTM
MaxTGTM

+
Re f TET ·FET

MaxTET

)
·0.1

The CTE Model gives definitions for calculating RefT values and factors F values.
Factors F values define the importance of all parts from the equations.

3.4. Business Level in the CTE Model

The second level in this model is the Business Level (BL). There are four areas: the
“Products Development Area”, the “Services Development Area”, the “Sales and Customer
Care Area” and the “Human Resources Area”.

3.4.1. Two Business Level Areas in CTE Model: Products Development and
Services Development

The Products Development Area is best described as “creating and developing different
types of tariff models, tariff options, groups of tariffs and/or tariff groups for different types of private,
business, and/or public service customers”. The Services Development Area is best described
as “creating and developing different types of service models for satisfying and meeting different
customer needs for communication, entertainment, business or any other purpose”.

Products development items represent the quality of different tariff packages, tariff
options, groups of tariffs and tariff groups. The emphasis will be on the access to the mobile
Internet and on the offer of various new services. For this reason, these items will have
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to be analyzed from time to time, continuously monitored and changed according to the
development of this market in the future. This article gives us an example of the equation
“Pre-paid mobile tariff packages“, which is described by the following equation:

QoTMPrP =

(
QoDMO·FData

QoDRe f
+

QoVMO·FVoice
QoVRe f

+
QoSMO·FSMS

QoSRe f

)
·0.1

This equation consists of three parts, which explain the main segments for pre-paid
customers: voice (minutes), SMSs and data traffic included in tariff model(s). The im-
portance of these segments is defined by different factors F. The CTE model defines all
important issues regarding referent values (Ref) and factor F values. This item will give
results for pre-paid product potential in the analyzed telecom operator, but also indicates
the possibility of, and gives guidelines for, improving the offer [64–66].

Another area on this level is the Services Development Area. Almost all items in
this area will be based on new technologies, and this is the most important direction for
all modern telecom operators. The items in this area will give us assessments of quality
and mass of new services, as well as diversity of services in terms of different business
areas (industry, medicine, cities, agriculture, etc.) which the telecom operators offer [67–69].
Appendix G gives us all the important explanations and equations of these items. In this
article, we show one example of the item equation “IoT specialized services”.

The equation for “IoT specialized services” is as follows:

QoIoTSS =

(
QoIoTSS1·FSS1

QoIoTRe f SS1
+

QoIoTSS2·FSS2

QoIoTRe f SS2
+

QoIoTSS3·FSS3

QoIoTRe f SS3
+

QoIoTSS4·FSS4

QoIoTRe f SS4
+

QoIoTSS5·FSS5

QoIoTRe f SS5

)
·0.1

This equation shows that the top five “specialized IoT services” will be analyzed.
After a detailed analysis and research, the actual top five specialized services are smart
city services, smart home services, smart medicine services, smart agriculture services and
smart energy services. These top 5 specialized services might be changed in the following
months or years, and will be necessary to analyze and change this ranking. Factors F
define the numerical value (percentage) of each of the specialized services. The CTE model
defines all necessary information and inputs how to calculate QoIoTSSN and QoIoTRefSSN
(N = 1 to 5).

3.4.2. “Sales and Customer Care” Area

This area and related items will analyze existing standard sales and customer care
channels, as well as new sales and customer access channels. An example of an item
regarding the “Quality of the distribution of outlets in the country” is presented by the
following equation:

QoSP =

(
QoSPUA1·FUA1

QoSPRe f UA1
+

QoSPUA2·FUA2

QoSPRe f UA2
+

QoSPUA3·FUA3

QoSPRe f UA3
+

QoSPUA4·FUA4

QoSPRe f UA4
+

QoSPUAA·FUAA
QoSPRe f UAA

)
·0.1

This equation is divided into five parts. These parts analyze different urban areas
(UA1–UA4 and UAA). The CTE model defines all details and definitions related to the
measurement and calculation of reference values and factors in this item. The value of
this item gives us the value of the total quality of the distribution of points of sale. Also,
its parts give us the quality of the distribution of points of sale according to individual
urban areas.

3.4.3. “Human Resources (HR)” Area

Human Resources (HR) is a part of all companies in all business sectors. Human
Resource Management (HRM) has many definitions [70–72]. HRM focuses on managing
people at work or employees who make up an organization. Each company must establish
goals for HRM. The main goals are as follows [73]: increasing the net assets of owners,
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enhancing employee development and satisfaction, maximizing customer satisfaction,
achieving cooperate growth, increasing market share, fulfilling social responsibility, achiev-
ing financial stability and increasing the quality of products and services. According to
another source [74], managerial functions of personnel management involve planning,
organizing, directing and controlling (Table 3).

Table 3. The functions of HRM.

Managerial Functions Operative Functions

Planning Employment

Organizing HR Development

Directing Compensation

Controlling Human Relations

Industrial Relations

Recent Trends in HRM

The CTE model gives us definitions and equations for all items in this area. This article
gives us an example of the item “Quality of managers”. It is defined as:

QoM =

(
QoMTL·FTL
QoMRe f TL

+
QoMML·FML
QoMRe f ML

+
QoMLL·FLL
QoMRe f LL

)
·0.1

The equation consists of three parts and defines the assessment of three levels of
management: top, medium and low. The equation can have more components, but through
the performed analysis, this distribution provides the optimal approach.

3.5. Environmental Level (EL)

The Environmental Level (EL) consists of six segments joined into two areas. The first
area has an impact on telecoms, while the second area represents the impact of telecoms on
the environment. This level completes the picture of the potential of a telecom with respect
to interaction with the environment.

3.5.1. “Political, Financial, Law and Regulatory Issues” Area

The “Political, Financial, Law and Regulatory issues” area consists of four different
segments. These segments have very strong relationships and mutual influences. This area
defines the impact of these key external factors on the telecom business. The outputs of the
area will show the resistance of telecom to the effects of its environment and its potential on
the market. The CTE model defines all items in this area. The item equation “The potential
of international business visits to the state” is as follows:

PoBV =

(
UoBVUTD·FUTD

NoBVUTD
+

UoBVMTD·FMTD
NoBVMTD

)
·0.1

This equation analyzes business visitors and their activities in the telecom operator
network. It has two separate parts: it analyzes the business visitor for “up to three days”
(UTD) and “more than three days” (MTD). After conducting analyses, it was concluded
that most business conferences and similar events last up to three days. Visitors to such
events are generally larger and better consumers of telecom operators than business users
who come to visit for more than three days. Factors F give us a description of the values for
both items.

3.5.2. “Quality of Brand and Presence in the Publicity” Area

This area consists of two segments: “Quality of Brand” and “Presence in publicity”.
Brand quality is defined as the recognition of the entire company quality (products, services,
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customer approaches, etc.), which has an influence on consumer purchasing behavior.
Public presence is defined as the reach that a telecom has within the public and how
publicity recognizes its activities. These two segments are well intertwined and are therefore
placed in a common area.

Digital advertising has become crucial for the promotion of products and services,
but also for building a telecom operator brand. The social network LinkedIn is the most
important business network in the world. It has been set as one of the key items for
presenting telecom operators to the public, with an emphasis on the business segment. The
item “Quality of digital advertising—usage of LinkedIn” is presented by:

QoAdvLd =

(
NoFWLd·FFW
NoFWRe f Ld

+
NoACLd·FAC
NoACRe f Ld

+
NoCOLd·FCO
NoCORe f Ld

)
·0.1

This equation has three different parts. It analyzes the number of followers, activities,
positive comments and replies to comments by telecom operator administrators. The
importance of these three parts is defined by different factors F.

4. Discussions and Verification of the CTE Model on the Example of the “Coverage
and Accessibility to Users” Area
4.1. Discussion of the Model

In this part of the paper, the focus will be on the C&A area (TL), or, more precisely,
on the first two items in the area. The goal is to prove the modularity of the model, i.e., to
show how it is possible to use individual areas or only individual items independently of
the overall model. The first two items in the mobile part of the C&A area are:

• Quality of access to mobile data in urban areas (outdoors)—MDUA;
• Quality of access to mobile data in special parts of urban areas—areas of mass

gathering—MDMG.

A city of approximately 105,000 inhabitants will be taken as an example (the inner-city
area has about 60,000 inhabitants) in a country with approximately 3.5 million inhabitants.
According to this calculation, this city belongs to Urban Area 1. The inner-city area covers
about 16 square kilometers. The observed telecoms, whose potential are in focus, operate
in combination on 3G/3.75G/4G/4G+ mobile network standards. In the observed city,
mostly 4G+ (LTE Advanced) mobile base stations have been installed. This is an important
fact [75–78] for more easily and precisely defining the manner, number and location of
mobile signal sampling.

For defining places, the method of taking samples, time of taking samples and the
number of samples, it is necessary to consider these important facts: definition of the urban
zone, number of inhabitants of the inhabited place, square footage of the inhabited place,
generation of the mobile network and special rules defined for taking samples in the open
space (outdoor) and in places involving the mass gathering of people [79–82].

A complete and comprehensive discussion, clarifications, necessary descriptions and
critical analysis with a list of some of the literature used is provided in Appendix L.

4.2. Signal Meassurement Results for the Three Independent Mobile Telecom Operators

The results of measurements of download data rate, upload data rate and signal
latency for three independent mobile telecom operators will be shown. Measurements
will be carried out outdoors in the city center (approximately 1 km2) and within the
largest shopping center in the city, which has three underground floors, a ground floor
and four above-ground floors. Reference values for the potential evaluation for a first
(universal) approach have already been defined in Appendix L. Reference values for a
direct comparison (second approach) of three mobile operators will be the highest values
of all samples for downloading and uploading, as well as the lowest value of all samples
for the delay of signals. Tables 4 and 5 show these values.
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Table 4. Reference values for the MDUA item (Ref).

Comparison of Mobile Telecom Operators—I Comparison of Mobile Telecom Operators—II

RefADD 300 Mb/s 134,22 Mb/s

RefADU 150 Mb/s 42.41 Mb/s

RefDEL 10 ms 40 ms

Table 5. Reference values for the MDMG item (Ref).

Comparison of Mobile Telecom Operators—I Comparison of Mobile Telecom Operators—II

RefADD 300 Mb/s 68.59 Mb/s

RefADU 150 Mb/s 42.45 Mb/s

RefDEL 10 ms 49 ms

For the purposes of this paper, a short survey has been conducted among users. The
question was asked: What do you need more for your business? The answers offered were
DL speed and UL speed, both equally in terms of latency. The obtained results are shown
in the Table 6 and will be used to define the F factor in the calculations of telecom potential
for smart city services and to compare telecoms.

Table 6. Results of the surveys.

Items Results of Survey

DL speed 20%

UL speed 15%

Both equal 65%

Latency 0%

Factors F for the direct comparison of mobile telecoms for customers will be
FDL = 20/(20 + 15) = 0.57, FUL = 15/(20 + 15) = 0.43 and FDEL = 0. These factors will
be used for calculations of MDUA and MDMG items for telecom potential comparison.

Measured outdoor signal samples (used for calculating the MDUA item) for all three
mobile operators show significant instability, i.e., signal, especially in DL and UL items,
varying significantly. Signal latency samples for all three mobile operators are stable, and
we note that the Second Mobile Operator (SMO) shows the best characteristics and has the
lowest average value. Although the First Mobile Operator (FMO) has the best results for DL
and UL values, this operator must change approach in coverage due to the huge deviations
of signal samples. This statement is especially noted for UL signal patterns. FMO needs to
increase the signal gain through a certain redirection of antennas and build several new
base station locations for better coverage among high buildings near city centers. Of course,
more detailed analyses are needed for more precise guidelines. The SMO and the TMO
have to build several new base station locations for gaining a better signal, increasing the
access transmission speed towards almost all the base stations and in parallel through a
certain redirection of antennas, to increase the signal gain. Appendix M shows all graphs
for these statements and better understanding regarding the presented results.

MDMG measured samples show several interesting conclusions. The measured
samples were obtained by measuring in the largest sales center. On the underground
floors, SMO and TMO had no signal and it was not possible to take samples while the
samples for FMO had significantly high values and were stable. It is obvious that FMO has
covered this area with several micro/pico base stations. SMO and TMO will have to cover
these underground floors, as this represents a significant drawback for them. Average
values for these operators were derived without these samples, but this was noted in the
final analysis as a significant shortcoming.
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The ground floor and four floors above ground are covered by the signal of all three
operators. The FMO shows the best results, but it can be noticed that the signal samples of
all three operators are quite unstable. It indicates the fact that the coverage is made through
external base stations and that there are no micro and pico base stations inside the mall (or,
alternatively, there is a negligible number).

Finally, MDUA and MDMG values will be calculated for both approaches. The final
values will be shown in Tables 7 and 8.

Table 7. Calculated items for the first approach.

FMO SMO TMO

MDUA 0.0164 0.01323 0.01376

MDMG 0.017 0.00973 0.00761

Total 0.0334 0.02296 0.01986

Table 8. Calculated items for the second approach.

FMO SMO TMO

MDUA 0.04711 0.02064 0.02398

MDMG 0.05686 0.01245 0.01646

Total 0.104 0.03309 0.04044

The measured and obtained results clearly indicate the fact that none of the observed
three mobile operators is ready to provide and support more demanding IoT services.
Parallel signal measurement was performed to the server (for FMO) within the city (average
delay is 18.28 ms) and the result of MDUA + MDMG increases to 0.069. The maximum
amount of each item is 0.1 (the sum of these items is 0.2), and it is clear that the FMO has
some potential to provide a certain level of IoT services. The recommendation for all three
operators is that it is necessary to significantly improve the quality of the network in the
city, especially since the observed city is located in Urban Zone 1.

The measurement results show that the FMO has the best results. It should be noted
that the FMO has a significant place for progress and that the coverage of both open and
closed space needs to be improved through the addition of new locations in the city, but
also through the determination of antenna redirection. TMO showed better results than
SMO, but this difference is not significant. Both operators must greatly improve the quality
of coverage in the outdoors, but especially indoors, because it is not acceptable that both
operators do not have a signal in the underground area of the largest shopping center in
the city. The analyses presented in this chapter show how the CTE model can be used
modularly (by items and areas) and for the purposes of the comparison of mobile operators.
This analysis confirms the robustness and modularity of the CTE model, as well as its
effectiveness in order to obtain concrete proposals for the improvement of certain areas of
operation of the operator.

5. Discussion and Verification of the Entire CTE Model

In this part of the paper, the use of the CTE model for estimating the potential of one
telecom operator will be presented. The First Telecom Operator (FMO) will be taken as an
example. Some of the data used in the analysis will be accurate and taken by measurement
or otherwise (data from the official website), and yet some will be taken with certain
approximations and assumptions because accurate data could not be obtained. However,
ultimately, it is important to show how the CTE model works in practice.
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5.1. Discussion of the Model

This chapter will show how to use the CTE model. There will be no going into the
depth of the method of data collection, as well as a deeper analysis of the results, but a
presentation of the obtained values will be given, and the overall result will be commented
upon. Each result from the eight areas will be briefly explained (Appendix N) with regard
to the observed telecom operator. Finally, the overall result will be presented and its
significance will be commented upon. The CTE model serves for a quick qualitative and
quantitative assessment of the potential of a particular telecom and as an aid in its making
certain business and strategic decisions. The aim is to show and prove the hypotheses
presented in this paper and to show how one model can help in making key strategic
business decisions. For more details, please see Appendix N.

5.2. Total Value of Telecom Potential Obtained through CTE Model

Table 9 shows the total potential results of the observed telecoms obtained through
the CTE model.

Table 9. The total potential of the observed telecom (according to the CTE model).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII In Total

0.50061 0.2048 0.4986 0.049 0.4181 0.292 0.1998 0.30498 2.46789

The total value that the CTE model can give for a telecom operator is eight (without
the influence of feedback, and if they are positive, this amount may be higher). Considering
the obtained result shown in Table 8, it is clear that the observed telecom has low potential.
In addition to assessing potential, the CTE model also provides guidelines on how and in
which direction a particular telecom should be developed. Each of the areas has a maximum
value of 1 (noting that, theoretically, the value can be higher if it is an “ideal” telecom
where an area has a value of 1, and with the use of feedback links or the implementation of
Moderate Intelligence (AI), that area can have a value greater than 1).

Here, the method of reading the value of the area will not be presented in detail, as
this would require deeper analysis and clarification, but the classification by category for
each of the areas is briefly listed as follows:

- from 0 to (inclusive) 0.25—insufficient quality value
- from 0.25 to (inclusive) 0.5—satisfactory value
- from 0.5 to (inclusive) 0.75—good value
- from 0.75—to (including 0.9—a very good value
- from 0.9 to 1 (or over 1)—an excellent value

According to the results in Table 8 and the previously defined distribution, this ob-
served telecom should definitely develop and monitor new services, increase its impact in
the digital environment and improve human resources activities, and we should definitely
research ways to be less dependent on external influences on business.

The overall rating shown in Table 8 is approximately 30.85% of the total maximum
value (without the effect of feedback and forward links on the result), which gives an
overall satisfactory rating for the observed telecom, but, with a little effort, this rating can
be much improved, and, with long-term action on certain areas of the rating, can be even
further improved, which will definitely bring a positive shift in telecom business, meaning
more revenue, gain and greater user satisfaction.

Of course, it is up to management to determine how and at what speed this will be
done. In any case, this model provides an existing assessment of the potential, but also
guidelines for the development and improvement of the observed telecom.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a new model—the Comprehensive Techno-Economic (CTE) model—
for the analysis of a telecom operator’s potential. The main reason for the development of such
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a model was primarily the lack of a unique, simple, modular, sufficiently precise model for
analysing a telecom operator’s potential.

The lack of existing models for the analysis of telecom operators is clearly explained in
the introduction of this paper and in the Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D,
Appendix E, Appendix F, Appendix G, Appendix H, Appendix I, Appendix J, Appendix K,
Appendix L, Appendix M, Appendix N, Appendix O, Appendix P. All analyzed frameworks
and models give a partial view of telecom operators. The assessment of the potential is
incomplete, the models are quite complex, and, in addition, most of them rely on a significant
amount of subjectivism; they also depend much on who performs the analysis.

The CTE model consists of 14 pre-defined segments joined into eight areas. Each
area/segment consists of predefined items defined by mathematical equations (or otherwise
defined). It is clear that in some cases the area and segment are the same. Items in
areas/segments are precisely defined with the remark that items over time and through the
development of the ICT business segment need to be redefined, changed and improved.

The CTE model is flexible, robust and modular. Being modular means that it can be
applied as a complete model for the analysis of the potential of telecom operators, but
also only individual areas or only individual parts from certain areas can be used for
analysis. Flexibility and robustness mean that this model can be used to compare two or
more telecom operators but also to analyze the potential of a particular telecom operator
for certain purposes (e.g., for the availability of smart city services to residents, business
people and visitors, etc.).

This new model represents a novel approach for the modeling and assessing of the
telecom operator’s potential. This paper presents the model and its application potential.
Two use cases have been described. In the first, three telecoms were compared using only
two items from one area, and in the second, an analysis of the potential of one telecom
was conducted.

The first example compares multiple telecoms using only some parts of the model;
two items in one area. The obtained results proved its modularity. It has also been shown
that the model can be used for a quick analysis and comparison using certain assumptions
and approximations.

Another example is to analyze the potential of a telecom. An analysis has been made
according to area and without feedback. The aim was to show how a relatively simple and
fast a quality assessment of the potential of a particular telecom operator can be obtained,
as well as guidelines for further development.

Both hypotheses presented in the paper are proven in Sections 3 and 4 in the paper,
where it is shown how the model is used to assess telecom potential and how it can be used
modularly. A comparison of three telecoms regarding certain items of the model is also
shown (therefore, modularity is also shown). According to the results, the shortcomings
and advantages of telecoms were determined, as well as what needs to be paid attention to
in terms of improvement and maintaining or slightly increasing the quality of telecoms.

The two scientific contributions set out to be proven in the introduction are there-
fore satisfied:

• A new modular model, which is developed for telecom operators, will enable objective
and precise optimization of certain key and strategic technological and business
decisions. This is shown throughout the entire article, and the emphasis was in
Section 4, where the analysis of the potential of a telecom is presented and concrete
conclusions are drawn regarding certain business and technological decisions, with
the aim of better positioning in the telecom market.

• By applying the model to individual areas or even items in these areas, it is possible
to obtain concrete conclusions regarding development guidelines in certain business
segments. In Section 3, it was shown how the model can be used to compare three
telecoms, and from that analysis how precise conclusions can be drawn regarding
better mobile signal coverage within an urban area.
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In any case, the paper proved the need for such a model for the needs of better
development of a certain telecom, and it was established that a similar model for a quick
and high-quality assessment of telecom operators does not currently exist on the market.

The CTE model is a model that is set in its structure (levels, segments and areas that
are composed of segments), but also in its items within areas that are certainly changeable.
Their appearance and listing will certainly change as the telecommunications market
develops, and not equally in all areas; the fastest changes will be in the areas of “Product
Development”, “Service Development” and “Technological and IT Development”, while in
some other areas these changes will be slower and less intense (e.g., HR development). The
emphasis is on the fact that this model, although it has been completed in terms of analysis,
is certainly a concerning matter and requires constant monitoring of the telecom market
and industry, as well as its development and improvement.

Finally, the need for such a model has been proven. Also, its potential has been
demonstrated, as well as the possibility of upgrading and further research.
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published version of the manuscript.
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Appendix A

eTOM (Enhanced Telecom Operations Map) Frameworks is a structural business
process model that covers all aspects of the activities of service providers in the telecommu-
nications segment. It is a set of documents that serves to create business processes “from
end to end” in telecom operators. It serves as an assistance in creating business transfor-
mations. eTOM essentially enables the creation of better models for business processes in
telecom operators [8–17].

The Sharing information and data model (SID) defines and explains the Shared Infor-
mation/Data in the New Generation Operations Software and Systems (NGOSS) knowl-
edge base. TM Forum is part of the NGOSS Program. It defines telecom modelling
framework business processes and development of open and automated OSS/BSS sys-
tems. [18–20]

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM), together with the Technology-Organization-
Environment (TOE) model [10], is used to explore factors of building information modelling
(BIM) adoption in the construction industry. This model can also analyze the substantial
use of Internet technologies for training and learning purposes and focuses on building a
user centric framework for e-learning technologies, incorporating the constructs of security,
privacy and trust [21,23].

Another model that will be briefly presented is the Technological-Organizational-
Environmental (T-O-E) framework model. The TOE framework proposes three main
aspects to explore the factors that influence how an individual organization accepts inno-
vations based on new technologies and their dimensions and characteristics. This model
explains adoption and determination of Enterprise Resource Protocol (ERP) within the
T-O-E framework [36].

The Training Needs Assessment (TNA) model creates and defines rules for Human
Resources (HR) issues in any company [25]. HR issues will have to give answers (among
others) to many key questions [26]:

• How to establish the objectives;
• How to review past and current training programs;
• How to analyze the job functions;
• How to categorize the types of training needs;
• How to design and implement the training needs survey;
• How to communicate the results to higher levels of management.
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It will be also important to define [38]:

• Proactive Training Needs Analysis;
• Reactive Training Needs Analysis.

The survey [27] gives quality instructions, items and expectations. The most important
recommendations and expectations from this survey [27] and another one [28] are:

• Training development;
• Training methods;
• Technical topics;
• Top Management/Leaderships topics;
• Learning Methods.

The IT Infrastructure Library (ITIL) framework is another framework that could be
used as a base in this research. Authors of the article [30] research and analyze maturity
level and smart city readiness by using the ITIL framework.

Business Analysis models analyze different segments in telecom operators. One of
those segments involves price controls and defining margin rules [31]. The contribution of
the article [32] provides insights into business model design, platform control and competi-
tive strategy. Business models analyze interaction of the OTT business model and telecom
operator [33]. It is interesting to see how competition and sustainable competitiveness
in the business ecosystem affect the global telecommunications industry. The business
analysis model can also serve that purpose [34]. The article illustrates an exploratory study
of identifying business ecosystems. IT investments in telecom operators and their usability
in business processes are often one of the key analyses in telecommunications [35].

The Cost Analysis Model is another type of analysis, often used in the telecommunica-
tions business segment. This model develops the mechanism of risk-adjusted scheduling
and cost budgeting of research and development (R&D) projects in telecommunications [36].
It also analyzes customer satisfaction, switching intentions, perceived switching costs and
perceived alternative attractiveness [37]. Paper [38] develops a case study for cost allocation
for flex-grid optical networks. Churn prediction in the telecommunication sector is also
one of the possible analyses conducted through cost analysis [39].

The Techno-Economic Model (TEM) can serve many different purposes of analysis.
For example, TEM can analyze pure 5G network models but also make comparisons of
the Cognitive Radio and Software Defined Network (SDN) in 5G mobile networks [41].
Techno-economic models define and develop business modeling of optical networks for
Metropolitan Area Networks (MAN). The article [42] provides a techno-economic evalua-
tion of optical disaggregation architectures in the context of metropolitan area networks.

Appendix A of this paper does not specifically analyze and list SWOT, PESTLE, Ansoff
Matrix, Porter’s Five Forces and BCG Matrix Models because they have already been
analyzed in the papers [2–4] prior to this one.

Appendix B

After the analysis of existing models, and especially the analysis of their shortcomings
and disadvantages, the main inputs were defined for this new model. This new model has
to be unique, comprehensive, robust, modular and as objective and accurate as possible in
the calculation of outputs. In order for the model to satisfy these five previously mentioned
inputs, it is necessary to divide it into several parts (modularity). The analysis of similar
models revealed that the division consists of different levels for analysis, different entities
of analysis, and also different items that may or may not be predefined. This often allows
for a great deal of freedom in analysis and thus a great deal of subjectivity. Due to all
the above facts, this model has chosen a multi-tased approach and segments that merge
into predefined areas and pre-defined items within these areas/segments. Levels consist
of areas that are predefined. Each area is composed of one or more segments and each
segment has its own precisely defined items, which are described mathematically or in
some other precise and unique way that removes subjectivity.
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The analysis of different organizations of telecom operators and analysis of different
models that can be used for analysis of telecom operators point to the fact that the main
division of the internal factors of each telecom can be divided into technical and business
parts. In addition, each telecom operator has certain interactions with the environment—
telecom acts towards the environment, but the environment also acts and has an impact
on telecoms. All these facts and conclusions lead to the first and basic division into the
Comprehensive Techno-Economic Model (CTE).

Three segments were profiled at the technical level. First, the segment of technical
accessibility to users (mobile and fixed access), then the technological level of company
development and the IT level of company development. These three independent segments
describe the technical level of the CTE model.

The second level in the CTE Model is the Business Level (BL). The Business Level is
defined by the two key factors, products development and services development. Differen-
tiation in terms of different products (tariffs, tariff model, tariff groups, tariff options . . . )
and services (based on IoT, IIoT, OTT, etc.) will certainly be the most important analyses
in terms of the potential of individual telecoms. In addition, sales and customer care are
certainly important segments on this level because these segments are essentially crucial in
the coming years. The care of human resources and the evaluation and promotion of staff
is certainly a segment that needs to be especially valued.

The third level in the CTE model is the Environment Level (EL). At this level, the
environmental impact on telecoms will be analyzed, as well as the telecom impacts to
the environment. The detected segments which have influences to telecoms are political
influence, financial (economic) influence, legal influence and regulatory influence. On
the other hand, the brand quality of an individual telecom and public presence through
advertising, sponsorships and other activities have been identified as segments that will
have an impact on society and the environment.

The model has been developing for some time and the basics of it can be found in
papers published at SpliTech 2016 [16], SoftCOM 2016 [15], CIET 2018 [14] and FOAN
2019 [13] conferences.

Appendix C

It is possible that in the coming period and according to future development of the
ICT market, the division of areas in the CTE model will be changed and each segment will
be a separate area, or they will be joined on another way(s). However, at this time and the
stage of development of the telecommunications market, this division (fourteen segments
and eight areas) is detected as optimal for assessing the potential of telecom.

The segment “Coverage and accessibility to uses” is one area. Two segments “Tech-
nological Development” and “IT Development” are located in one area—Area of “IT and
Technological Development”. The area “Coverage and Availability to users” has two
logical parts—accessibility to users by fixed infrastructure and accessibility to users by
mobile infrastructure.

Appendix D

It is very important to define what the terms “urban areas”, “rural areas”, “highways
and main state roads” and “regional and local roads” mean for the “Coverage and Accessi-
bility to users” area, but also for the whole CTE model. After the analysis of cities, towns
and settlements in many countries with different populations [55–58], four levels have been
defined with an additional level and with Urban Areas explanations:

1. Urban Area 1 (multiplication sampling factor 4 compared to UA4): cities with more
than 2% population of the total population in that country,

2. Urban Area 2 (multiplication sampling factor 3 compared to UA4): cities over 1% and
up to 2% population of the total population in that country,

3. Urban Area 3 (multiplication sampling factor 2 compared to UA4): settlements/
municipalities over 0.5% and up to 1% population of the total population in that country,
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4. Urban Area 4: settlements/municipalities over 0.1% and up to 0.5% population of the
total population in that country,

5. Urban Area A (multiplication sampling factor 4 compared to UA4): exceptions: eco-
nomic, religious or touristic centers/settlements/municipalities that do not belong
into the 1st or 2nd level of distribution.

The term “rural areas” means uninhabited areas and populated areas with less than
0.1% of the total population of that country. The terms “highways”, “main state roads” as
well as “regional roads” and “local roads“ are defined in the states and this distribution is
applied in this model as well [63–65].

The first item in the fixed part of this area (the sixth item in the area) refers to the
fiber connectivity of populated places, that is, the distribution and connectivity of locations
within the country. This item indicates the potential of an individual telecom consider-
ing the physical connection of collations in one country as a basis for faster and better
expansion of telecoms in the territory of the country, i.e., better and better availability of
most or all products and services offered by that telecom. This item is described by the
following equation:

QoFOSt =

(
NoUA4·FUA4

MaxUA4
+

NoUA3·FUA3

MaxUA3
+

NoUA2·FUA2

MaxUA2
+

NoUA1·FUA1

MaxUA1
+

NoUAA·FUAA
MaxUAA

)
·0.1

where is:

• QoFOSt—The quality of connection of urban areas with optical fiber systems (at the
state level),

• NoUAx = The number of populated places of the UAx category that are connected
to the telecommunications system of the observed telecom operator by optical fiber
infrastructure (x = A, 1, 2, 3 and 4),

• MaxUAx = The maximum number of inhabited places from categories UAx in that
country (x = A, 1, 2, 3 and 4),

• Fx = factors that indicate the importance of a particular category of populated places
in that country (x = A, 1, 2, 3 and 4). The sum of these factors is one (1).

Factors F are calculated according to the size of the settlement (number of inhabitants),
their economic importance, tourist potential, which means according to the potential that
operator has in that area, considering the previously mentioned factors. So the factors F are
calculated according to the following equation:

Fx =

(
NoInhUAx·FInhx

NoInhState
+

BDPUAx·FGDP
BDPState

+
NoNTNUAx·FRoam

NoNTNState

)
where is:

• NoInhUAx—The total sum of the population in each UAx (x = 1, 2, 3, 4 and A)
• NoInhState—The total population of that country,
• FInhx—Factor that describes the value of individual UAx for the potential of the

telecommunications market ma (x 0 1, 2, 3, 4 and A),
• GDPUAx—The sum of gross domestic product that is collected in UAx areas,
• GDPState—Gross domestic product in the country,
• FBDP—A factor that describes the importance of the income of business users in the

telecommunications market of that country,
• NoNTNUAx—Number of nights of foreign guests/tourists in UAx settlements (x = 1,

2, 3, 4 and A),
• NoNTNState—The total number of nights spent by foreign guests/tourists in the country,
• FRoam—The importance of roaming, that is, the income generated by foreign users in

the country,
• FInh + FBDP + FRoam = 1.
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The factors FInh, FGDP and FRoam are fixed and defined in advance depending on
the indicators of their calculation and can be corrected on an annual basis. These factors
represent the ratio of the financial value of the inhabitants’ segment, the GDP segment and
the guest users’ segment to the total value of the telecommunications market and differ
from country to country. According to the analyses carried out in B&H in 2021 (after the
COVID-19 pandemic), the total factor values are FInh = 0.69, FGDP = 0.26 and FRoam = 0.05.
The total sum of these three factors is one (1). The values of these factors are different in
other countries, and if an analysis of the telecommunications market in those countries is
carried out, it will be necessary to calculate them based on the available data.

The seventh item in this area (the second item of the fixed subsection) gives the value
of the telecom operator’s potential with regard to accessibility to private users via fiber
optic lines. In this item, the access speeds provided to users are not counted, but only the
optical fiber infrastructure is analyzed. Internet access speeds (download/upload) can be
increased simply by changing the terminal (end) equipment, but it is necessary to have a
fiber-optic infrastructure that supports high Internet access speeds, and through such an
infrastructure telecom can offer all new and advanced services to private users without
speed restrictions transmission and signal delay.

Because of these reasons, this item analyzes only the availability provided by telecom
to private users through the fiber optic infrastructure. The equation is simple to calculate:

QoFTTH =

(
NoFTTH

NoHOMES

)
·0.1

where is:

• QoFTTH—Quality of connection of fiber optic infrastructure to homes (private users),
• NoFTTH—Number of households connected by fiber optic infrastructure (FTTH—

Fiber to the Home),
• NoHOMES—The total number of households (estimate if there is no exact number)

in the observed area—can be an analysis on the territory of one city, region or the
entire country.

It is important to emphasize that when the development of this model started, this
item was significantly different because it included the analysis of fiber optic infrastructure
to buildings (FTTB) and to cabinets (FTTC—which were a link for several buildings or
other facilities). As new services progress significantly (and users were reached by copper
pair or coaxial cable, which is already a limitation for some advanced ICT services) and
increasing demands are made for access bandwidth, these two items (FTTB and FTTC)
were also deleted. From the equation, respectively, the factors F that defined their value
have approached and equaled zero, and these parts are no longer taken into account during
the calculation of this item. This fact indicates the rapid development of the ICT segment,
but also shows how the CTE Model adapts to these changes.

The eighth item in this area (the third item in the part of the area that analyzes access
to users with fixed technologies) is “Quality of realization of fiber optic connections to
factories, business facilities, incubators, etc.—FTTBus (Fiber to the Business)”. The potential
of an individual telecom is analyzed with regard to the fiber optic infrastructure to business
entities, i.e., to business users. The appearance of this equation is:

QoFTTBus =
(

NoFTTBusKA/LA·FKA/LA
NoBusKA/LA

+
NoFTTBusSME·FSME

NoBusSME
+

NoFTTBusBI ·FBI
NoBusBI

)
·0.1

where is:

• QoFTTBus—The quality of fiber-optic infrastructure to business entities, that is, the
connection of business users with fiber-optic infrastructure,

• KA/LA—”Key Accounts/Large Accounts“—Label for large and key business users,
• SME—”Small and Medium Enterprises“—Label for medium and small business users,
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• BI—”Business Incubator“—Label for business incubators for small users and start-
up companies,

• NoFTTBusKA/LA—The number of facilities of business users from the category “large
and key business users” whose facilities are connected by fiber optic infrastructure,

• NoBusKA/LA—Total number of facilities of business users from the category “large
and key business users”,

• NoFTTBusSME—The number of facilities of business users from the category “medium
and small business users” whose facilities are connected by fiber optic infrastructure,

• NoBusSME—Total number of facilities of business users from the category “medium
and small business users”,

• NoFTTBusBI—The number of facilities of business incubators for small users and
start-up companies whose facilities are connected by fiber optic infrastructure,

• NoBusBI—Total number of business incubators for small companies and start-
up companies,

• FKA/LA—The factor that determines the importance of the KA/LA segment,
• FSME—A factor that determines the importance of the SME segment,
• FBI—The factor that determines the importance of the BI segment,
• FKA/LA + FSME + FBI = 1.

By analyzing the category of business users in several telecom operators, a division was
obtained into large and key users, medium and small business users, and very small and
start-up business users. Clearly, this division could be more complicated, but considering
the analyses carried out and the approach to users, this is a basic and quite sufficient
division, which is very good for this analysis, and which provides a quick and high-quality
assessment of the potential regarding this business segment.

Factors F, whose total sum is one, define the importance of each of the items in the
equation. These factors are defined so that their amount is defined according to the financial
value of each segment from the equation. The calculation of the factor is simple: data
on the financial value and revenues that make up the business segment and revenues by
individual items (three defined items) are required. For example, if the total market value
of business users is HRK 100,000,000 and the KA/LA segment is HRK 45,000,000, then the
FKA/LA factor is 45,000,000/100,000,000, i.e., 0.45. When calculating these factors, the
value of the brands of individual companies from individual segments and some other
items that define business users (such as social sensitivity in society and the like) could be
taken, but this significantly complicates and prolongs the calculation of these factors, but
also allows for an increase in subjectivity, which is not the goal; the goal is to have a simple
model for quick but high-quality assessment of potential and reduction of subjectivity in
the calculation.

The ninth item (fourth in the fixed part of access) is the item “Shortening the local loop—
percentage of the number of households (houses, apartments, cottages, small and medium-
sized enterprises) that are less than 500 m from the last telecommunications connection
point (RSS)—an item that refers to the efficiency of the copper network”. The limit of
500 m of distance is defined because it is the limit that is acceptable for the implementation
of SVDSL technology, which enables (theoretical) download speeds of up to 300 Mb/s,
which can significantly replace the construction of fiber optic infrastructure, noting that
this item will already be implemented in this decade replace with another item related to
fiber optic infrastructure.

The equation that describes this item is:

QoCPN0.5 =

(
NoCPN0.5

NoPr/Bus

)
·0.1

where:

• QoCPN—Copper pair network quality,
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• NoCPN0.5—The number of buildings (apartments, houses, cottages, small companies,
business premises, etc.) that are connected by a high-quality copper pair whose
distance is less than 500 m from the last hub of the telecom operator and whose quality
supports data transfer speeds (minimum) 150/50 Mb/s (d/u),

• NoPr/Bus—The total number of buildings (apartments, houses, cottages, business
premises, . . . ) that are not connected to fiber optic infrastructure but only to copper
coins or do not have any telecommunications connection.

This item currently exists in this model because it shows the usability of the copper
infrastructure and the adaptability of telecoms to its use. What is important to emphasize
is the fact that (probably) in this decade, with the development of new advanced services,
there will be an increase in the need for end-user access to the Internet, and this item will be
deleted from the model. As a result, this item will be replaced with another item—which
item will be determined by the analysis of new available technologies and services based
on them.

The tenth item in this area (the fifth item of the fixed part of the area) is “Quality
of protection of the primary transmission system and all transmission systems up to the
end points in the event of failures of the entire system or its part”. Each telecom operator
should strive for independence in terms of the main transmission routes, i.e., it should have
its own optical fiber transmission connections (links) to the final destinations. Each lease
of certain links from other users leads to a certain dependence, which therefore reduces
the potential of the observed telecom because it cannot fully influence (guarantee quality)
the quality of services to end users. Therefore, it would be necessary to have all the main
transmission connections owned by a particular telecom, so that one’s own services could
be offered to end users while guaranteeing maximum quality. This is defined and analyzed
through the sixth paragraph of this area. But in addition, it is necessary to have a reserve,
i.e., a reserve connection or “transmission path protection”.

When looking at the operations of one telecom, the only acceptable protections for the
main transmission routes are “one plus one” and “one to one”. In addition, in the event
of a failure on the primary transmission path, the system reaction, i.e., switching traffic
from the primary to the protective transmission path, must be less than 50 ms. These two
transmission path protections are acceptable for modern telecom operators, and the main
difference between them will be given in the rest of the text.

“One plus one” protection implies such an approach that the same traffic is sent via the
primary and secondary (protection) path, and a higher quality, i.e., a better sample of the
traffic signal is taken at the output. This practically means that parallel traffic takes place
and that in case of failure of one of the transmission paths, the traffic proceeds smoothly
via the other transmission path. So, the “50 ms” condition is met.

One-to-one protection of the primary transmission path implies that the protection
path has the same capacity as the primary transmission path, and in the event of a failure
of the primary transmission path, the backup transmission path (connection) takes over
all traffic. Here it is necessary to monitor whether the “50 ms” condition is met. While the
primary transmission path is in operation, other lower priority traffic can be sent over the
protective transmission path (traffic that sends data that is not sensitive to transmission
delay), so that the transmission path is not unused and in case of failure of the primary path,
this traffic is suspended and all traffic from the primary transmission route is taken over.

This item is described by the following equation:

QoPr =
(

NoUA4·FUA4

MaxUA4
+

NoUA3·FUA3

MaxUA3
+

NoUA2·FUA2

MaxUA2
+

NoUA1·FUA1

MaxUA1
+

NoUAA·FUAA
MaxUAA

)
·0.1

where:

• NoUAx = The number of populated places of the UAx category that are connected by
fiber-optic infrastructure to the telecommunications system of the observed telecom
operator (x = A, 1, 2, 3 and 4) and according to them there is protection of the primary
path “1 + 1” or “1 to 1” and with the system reaction condition of a maximum of 50 ms,
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• MaxUAx = Total number of inhabited places from categories UAx in that country
(x = A, 1, 2, 3 and 4),

• Fx = Factors that indicate the importance of a particular category of populated places
in that country (x = A, 1, 2, 3 and 4). The sum of these factors is one (1).

Factors F are calculated in the same way as in item six. So, they are calculated
according to the size of the settlement (number of inhabitants), their economic importance,
tourist potential, which means according to the potential that operator has in that area,
considering the previously mentioned factors. Factors F are calculated according to the
following equation:

Fx =

(
NoInhUAx·FInhx

NoInhState
+

GDPUAx·FGDP
GDPState

+
NoNTNUAx·FRoam

NoNTNState

)
where:

• NoInhUAx—The total sum of the population in each UAx (x = 1, 2, 3, 4 and A)
• NoInhState—The total population of the country,
• FInhx—Factor that describes the value of individual UAx for the potential of the

telecommunications market (x 0 1, 2, 3, 4 and A),
• GDPUAx—The sum of gross social product that is made in UAx environments,
• GDPState—Gross domestic product in the country,
• FGDP—A factor that describes the importance (income) of business users in the telecom-

munications market of that country,
• NoNTNUAx—Number of nights of foreign guests/tourists in UAx settlements (x = 1,

2, 3, 4 and A),
• NoNTNState—The total number of nights spent by foreign guests/tourists in the country,
• FRoam—The importance of roaming, that is, the income generated by foreign users in

the country,
• FInh + FBDP + FRoam = 1.

The items that have been described and defined by mathematical equations in a unique
way give the value of the quality and potential that the observed telecom operator has
and shows the current situation, but also provides guidelines for the development of the
telecom and thus for increasing its business potential.

The maximum value of this field is one. It should be noted that over time certain
items will be changed or supplemented, and some will disappear, and others will take
their place. All this depends on the development of the telecommunications market. For
example, if such a model had existed at the end of the last century, there probably would
not have been any items for the mobile part of accessibility to users in this area, or possibly
that part would have been described with one or two items, while everything else would
have belonged to the fixed (non-mobile) part of telecom services. Also, in ten years, it is
not impossible that out of all the analyzed items, one or two will remain from the fixed
part, while all the others will be from the part of mobile communications and accessibility
to users. This means that with the development of telecommunications, the items that
describe access to users are also changing. The telecommunications segment is undergoing
significant changes, so in this model, all items would change or be significantly adapted to
changes for a period of some 35-40 years [83–89].

This appendix shows how the CTE model will describe all the essential details for
its implementation and application. In the following appendices, the equations and the
items for those equations will be given without a detailed description of the entire areas of
the model as this would take up too much space. However, it is important to emphasize
that the final version of the CTE model provides all equations, descriptions of parts of the
equation, as well as a description of the application and collection of input data in order to
assess the potential of telecom operators.
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Appendix E

Quality of the switching system, QoSS,

QoSSS =

(
SuccCallsPeak·FCalls

AllInCallsPeak
+

SuccRTVidPeak·FRTVideo
AllRTVidPeak

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSSS—The quality of the switching system,
• SuccCallsPeak—Successfully established and maintained calls (until the end of the

duration) during peak load times,
• AllInCallsPeak—All initiated calls during peak load times,
• FCalls—A factor that describes the importance of calls in the operator’s overall business,
• SuccRTVidPeak—Successfully established and maintained (to completion) video calls

and live video streaming during peak load times,
• AllRTVidePeak—All video calls and live video streaming of events at peak times,
• FVideo—A factor that describes the importance of direct video calls and direct video

transmission for the telecom operator’s business.

Quality of the billing system, QoBS,

QoSBS =

(
Re f TTM·FTM

MaxTTM
+

Re f TGTM·FGTM
MaxTGTM

+
Re f TET ·FET

MaxTET

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSBS—The Quality of the billing system,
• RefTTM—Reference (optimal) time for commercialization of new tariff models—from

obtaining details from Product Development to commercialization for end users,
• MaxTTM—The maximum time it took to create a specific tariff model on the billing

system of the analyzed telecom operator,
• FTM—A factor that defines the importance of the time of creation and commercializa-

tion of tariff models on the billing system,
• RefTGTM—Reference (optimal) time for commercialization of new groups of tariff

models and tariff groups—from obtaining details from Product Development to com-
mercialization for end users,

• MaxTGTM—The maximum time it took to create a specific group of tariff models or
tariff groups on the billing system of the analyzed telecom operator,

• FTM—A factor that defines the importance of the time of creation and commercializa-
tion of a group of tariff models and tariff groups on the billing system,

• RefTET—Reference (optimal) time for redefining (supplementing or changing) existing
tariff models, groups of tariff models or tariff groups—from obtaining details from
Product Development to the end of the process and commercialization,

• MaxTEM—Maximum time for redefining (supplementing or changing) existing tariff
models, groups of tariff models or tariff groups—from obtaining details from Product
Development to the end of the process and commercialization,

• FEM—A factor that defines the importance of time for redefining (supplementing or
changing) existing tariff models, groups of tariff models or tariff groups.

Quality of obtaining reports from databases, QoDWh,

QoSDWh =

(
Re f TPDR·FPDR

MaxTPDR
+

Re f TAHR·FAHR
MaxTAHR

)
·0.1

where:

• QoDWh—Quality of obtaining reports from databases,
• PDR—Pre-Defined Reports,
• AHR—Ad Hoc Reports,
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• RefTPDR—Reference set time for execution of predefined reports,
• MaxTPDR—Maximum time for running predefined reports,
• FPDR—A factor that indicates the importance of predefined reports for the regular

business of the company,
• RefTAHR—Reference set time for execution of ad hoc reports,
• MaxTPDR—Maximum time for running ad hoc reports,
• FPDR—A factor that indicates the importance of pad hoc reports for the regular busi-

ness of the company,
• FPDR + FAHR = 1.

Quality of Self-care portal(s) for users, QoSSCP

QoSSCP =

(
Re f TNC·FTM

MaxTTM
+

Re f TEC·FEC
MaxTEC

+
Re f TRep·FET

MaxTET
+

Re f TTehIn f ·FTehIn f

MaxTTehIn f
+

Re f TAdv·FAdv
MaxTAdv

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSSCP—The Quality of Self-care portal(s) for users,
• NC—New Contracts,
• EC—Existing Contracts,
• Rep—Reports,
• TehInf—Tehnical Information,
• Adv—Advertising,
• RefTx—Reference estimated time to obtain feedback,
• MaxTx—Maximum time to obtain feedback from telecom’s self-care portal(s),
• Fx—A factor that defines the importance of obtaining certain information for user,
• Sumx(Fx) = 1.

Quality of transmission system technologies, QoSTS,

QoSTS =

(
SuccCallsPeak·FCalls

AllInCallsPeak
+

SuccRTVidPeak·FRTVideo
AllRTVidPeak

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSTS—Quality of transmission system technologies,
• SuccCallsPeak—Successfully established and maintained calls (until the end of the

duration) during peak load times,
• AllInCallsPeak—All initiated calls during peak load times,
• FCalls—A factor that describes the importance of calls in the operator’s overall business,
• SuccRTVidPeak—Successfully established and maintained (to completion) video calls

and live video streaming during peak load times,
• AllRTVidePeak—All video calls and live video streaming of events at peak times,
• FVideo—A factor that describes the importance of direct video calls and direct video

transmission for the telecom operator’s business.
• The difference between QoSSS and QoSTS is in defining the list of calls and RT video

transmissions . . . in QoSTS, calls and RT Video from external servers and calls outside
the switching hub must be defined.

Quality of mass IoT service offerings, QoSPIoTMass

QoSPIoTMass =

(CPlat·FCapPlat

Re f CPlat
+

TPES·FPES
Re f TPES

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSPIoTMass—The quality of mass IoT service offerings,
• CPlat—Platform capacity considering the total number of telecom users,
• RefCPlat—Referent value of Platform capacity considering the total number of tele-

com users,
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• PES—Platform Expansion Speed—Platform expansion speed (timescale),
• TPES—Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for telecom operator,
• RefTPES—Referent value of Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for

telecom operator,
• SP—Service Provider

Quality of B2C IoT service offerings, QoSPIoTB2C

QoSPIoTB2C =

(CPlat·FCapPlat

Re f CPlat
+

TPES·FPES
Re f TPES

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSPIoTB2C—The quality of B2C IoT service offerings
• CPlat—Platform capacity considering the total number of telecom users,
• RefCPlat—Referent value of Platform capacity considering the total number of tele-

com users,
• PES—Platform Expansion Speed—Platform expansion speed (timescale),
• TPES—Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for telecom operator,
• RefTPES—Referent value of Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for

telecom operator,
• SP—Service Provider.

Quality of IIoT service offerings

QoSPI IoT =

(CPlat·FCapPlat

Re f CPlat
+

TPES·FPES
Re f TPES

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSPIIoT—The quality of IIoT service offerings
• CPlat—Platform capacity considering the total number of telecom users,
• RefCPlat—Referent value of Platform capacity considering the total number of tele-

com users,
• PES—Platform Expansion Speed—Platform expansion speed (timescale),
• TPES—Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for telecom operator,
• RefTPES—Referent value of Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for

telecom operator,
• SP—Service Provider.

OTT service provider

QoSOTT =

(CPlat·FCapPlat

Re f CPlat
+

TPES·FPES
Re f TPES

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSP—The quality of OTT service offerings
• CPlat—Platform capacity considering the total number of telecom users,
• RefCPlat—Referent value of Platform capacity considering the total number of tele-

com users,
• PES—Platform Expansion Speed—Platform expansion speed (timescale),
• TPES—Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for telecom operator,
• RefTPES—Referent value of Time of Platform capacity expansion speed for

telecom operator,
• SP—Service Provider.

Quality of Cloud Service Center

QoSCCS =

(
TSP·FSP
Re f TSP

+
TEoC·FEoC
Re f TEoC

)
·0.1
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where:

• QoSCCS—The Quality of Cloud Service Center,
• TSP—Ttime of response,
• RefTSP—Reference response time,
• FSP—A factor that defines the response time of the server,
• TEoC—Reaction time to the request to expand or reduce the scope of the service (Easy

of Collaboration),
• RefTEoC—Reference reaction time to the request to expand or reduce the scope of the

service (Easy of Collaboration),
• FEoC—A factor that shows the importance of the response time item with regard to

expanding or reducing the scope of services,

Appendix F

Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff packages for private users,

QoTMPoPprivate =

(
QoDMO·FData

QoDRe f
+

QoVMO·FVoice
QoVRe f

+
QoSMO·FSMS

QoSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMPoPPrivate—Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff packages for private users,
• QoDMO—Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• QoDRef—Reference Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• FData—The factor that defines the importance of the data offer in PoP tariffs for pri-

vate users,
• QoVMO—Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• QoVRef—Reference Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• FVoice—The factor that defines the importance of the voice offer in PoP tariffs for

private users,
• QoSMO—Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• QoSRef—Reference Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• FSMS—The factor that defines the importance of the SMS offer in PoP tariffs for pri-

vate users,
• FData + FVoice + FSMS = 1.

Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff packages for business users,

QoTMPoPbusiness =

(
QoDMO·FData

QoDRe f
+

QoVMO·FVoice
QoVRe f

+
QoSMO·FSMS

QoSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMPoPPrivate—Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff packages for business users,
• QoDMO—Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• QoDRef—Reference Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• FData—The factor that defines the importance of the data offer in PoP tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• QoVMO—Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• QoVRef—Reference Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• FVoice—The factor that defines the importance of the voice offer in PoP tariffs for

business users,
• QoSMO—Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• QoSRef—Reference Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• FSMS—The factor that defines the importance of the SMS offer in PoP tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• FData + FVoice + FSMS = 1.
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Pre-Paid mobilni tarifni paketi,

QoTMPrP =

(
QoDMO·FData

QoDRe f
+

QoVMO·FVoice
QoVRe f

+
QoSMO·FSMS

QoSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMPrePaid—Quality of Pre-Paid mobile tariff packages,
• QoDMO—Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• QoDRef—Reference Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• FData—The factor that defines the importance of the data offer in PoP tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• QoVMO—Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• QoVRef—Reference Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• FVoice—The factor that defines the importance of the voice offer in PrP tariffs,
• QoSMO—Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• QoSRef—Reference Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• FSMS—The factor that defines the importance of the SMS offer in PrP tariffs,
• FData + FVoice + FSMS = 1.

Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff group packages for private users, QoTMPoPPrivGr

QoTMPoPprivGr =

(
QoDMO·FData

QoDRe f
+

QoVMO·FVoice
QoVRe f

+
QoSMO·FSMS

QoSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMPoPPrivaGr—Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff group packages for private users,
• QoDMO—Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• QoDRef—Reference Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• FData—The factor that defines the importance of the data offer in PoP tariffs for pri-

vate users,
• QoVMO—Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• QoVRef—Reference Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• FVoice—The factor that defines the importance of the voice offer in PoP tariffs for

private users,
• QoSMO—Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• QoSRef—Reference Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• FSMS—The factor that defines the importance of the SMS offer in PoP tariffs for pri-

vate users,
• FData + FVoice + FSMS = 1.

Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff group packages for business users, QoTMPoPBusGr

QoTMPoPBusGr =

(
QoDMO·FData

QoDRe f
+

QoVMO·FVoice
QoVRe f

+
QoSMO·FSMS

QoSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMPoPBusGr—Quality of Post-Paid mobile tariff group packages for business users,
• QoDMO—Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• QoDRef—Reference Quality of data offer within tariff models,
• FData—The factor that defines the importance of the data offer in PoP tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• QoVMO—Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• QoVRef—Reference Quality of voice offer within tariff models,
• FVoice—The factor that defines the importance of the voice offer in PoP tariffs for

business users,
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• QoSMO—Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• QoSRef—Reference Quality of SMS offer within tariff models,
• FSMS—The factor that defines the importance of the SMS offer in PoP tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• FData + FVoice + FSMS = 1.

Quality of Tariff models for fixed Internet access and TV service for private users

QoTMPrivINT&TV =

(
QoxDSLTO·FxDSL

QoxDSLRe f
+

QoFTTHTO·FFTTH
QoFTTHRe f

+
QoTVTO·FTV

QoTVRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMPrivINT&TV—Quality of Tariff models for fixed Internet access and TV service for
private users,

• QoxDSLTO—Quality of xDSL offer within tariff models,
• QoxDSLRef—Reference Quality of xDSL offer within tariff models,
• FxDSL—The factor that defines the importance of the xDSL offer for private users,
• QoFTTHTO—Quality of FTTH offer within tariff models,
• QoFTTHRef—Reference Quality of FTTH offer within tariff models,
• FFTTH—The factor that defines the importance of the FTTH offer in tariffs for pri-

vate users,
• QoTVTO—Quality of TV tariff offer within tariff models,
• QoTVRef—Reference Quality of TV tariff offer within tariff models,
• FTV—The factor that defines the importance of the TV tariff offer in tariffs for pri-

vate users,
• FaDSL + FFTTH + FTV = 1.

Quality of Tariff models for fixed Internet access and TV service for business users

QoTMBusINT&TV =

(
QoxDSLTO·FxDSL

QoxDSLRe f
+

QoFTTBusTO·FFTTH
QoFTTBusRe f

+
QoTVTO·FTV

QoTVRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMBusINT&TV—Quality of Tariff models for fixed Internet access and TV service for
business users,

• QoxDSLTO—Quality of xDSL offer within tariff models,
• QoxDSLRef—Reference Quality of xDSL offer within tariff models,
• FxDSL—The factor that defines the importance of the xDSL offer for business users,
• QoFTTBusTO—Quality of FTTBus offer within tariff models,
• QoFTTBusRef—Reference Quality of FTTBus offer within tariff models,
• FFTTBus—The factor that defines the importance of the FTTBus offer in tariffs,
• QoTVTO—Quality of TV tariff offer within tariff models,
• QoTVRef—Reference Quality of TV tariff offer within tariff models,
• FTV—The factor that defines the importance of the TV tariff offer in tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• FaDSL + FFTTBus + FTV = 1.

Quality of Tariffs and options for IoT/IIoT services

QoTMIoT/I IoT =

(
QoIoTTOMass·FMass

QoIoTMassRe f
+

QoIoTTOB2C·FB2C
QoIoTB2CMe f

+
QoIIoTTO·FI IoT

QoIIoTRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMIoT/IIoT—Quality of IoT/IIoT Tariff models and options,
• QoIoTTOMass—Quality of IoT offer for massive services within tariff models,
• QoIoTMassRef—Reference Quality of IoT offer for massive services within tariff models,
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• FIoTMass—The factor that defines the importance of the IoT offer for massive usage,
• QoIoTTOB2C—Quality of IoT offer within tariff models for private users,
• QoIoTRefB2C—Reference Quality of FTTBus offer within tariff models,
• FFTTBus—The factor that defines the importance of the FTTBus offer in tariffs,
• QoTVTO—Quality of TV tariff offer within tariff models,
• QoTVRef—Reference Quality of TV tariff offer within tariff models,
• FTV—The factor that defines the importance of the TV tariff offer in tariffs for busi-

ness users,
• FaDSL + FFTTBus + FTV =

Quality of Tariffs and options for OTT services

QoTMOTT =

(
QoOTTVoice·FVoice

QoDVoiceRe f
+

QoOTTTV ·FTV
QoVTVRe f

+
QoSVideo·FVideo

QoSVideoRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMOTT—Quality of OTT Tariff models and options,
• QoOTTVoice—Quality of OTT offer for voice services within tariff models,
• QoOTTVVoiceRef—Quality of OTT reference offer for voice services within tariff models,
• FVoice—The factor that defines the importance of the OTT Voice offer,
• QoOTTTV—Quality of OTT offer for TV services within tariff models,
• QoOTTTVRef—Quality of OTT reference offer for TV services within tariff models,
• FTV—The factor that defines the importance of the TV offer in tariffs,
• QoOTTVideo—Quality of OTT offer for video services within tariff models,
• QoOTTVVideoRef—Quality of OTT reference offer for video services within tariff models,
• FVideo—The factor that defines the importance of the video tariff offer in tariffs,
• FVoice + FTV + FVideo = 1.

Quality of tariffs for IaaS, PaaS, SaaS services.

QoTMXaaS =

(
QoIaaSMO·FIaaS

QoIaaSRe f
+

QoPaaSMO·FPaaS
QoPaaSRe f

+
QoSaaSMO·FSaaS

QoSaaSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoTMXaaS—Quality of XaaS Tariff models and options,
• QoIaaSMO—Quality of IaaS offer within tariff models,
• QoIaaSRef—Quality of IaaS reference offer within tariff models,
• FIaaS—The factor that defines the importance of the IaaS offer,
• QoPaaSMO—Quality of PaaS offer within tariff models,
• QoPaaSRef—Quality of PaaS reference offer within tariff models,
• FPaaS—The factor that defines the importance of the IaaS offer,
• QoSaaSMO—Quality of SaaS offer within tariff models,
• QoSaaSRef—Quality of SaaS reference offer within tariff models,
• FSaaS—The factor that defines the importance of the IaaS offer,
• FIaaS + FPaaS + FSaaS = 1.

Appendix G

Internet of Things (IoT) Mass Market Services,

QoSIoTMass =

(
NoSSC·FSC
NoSSCRe f

+
NoSST ·FST
NoSSTRe f

+
NoSSSM·FSSM

NoSSSMRe f
+

NoSSIS·FSIS
NoSSISRe f

+
NoSSTS·FSTS
NoSSTSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSIoTMass—Internet of Things (IoT) Mass Market, Services,
• NoS—Number of Services,
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• NoSSC—Number of services from the “Smart City” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSCRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart City” segment,
• FSC—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart City” segment,
• NoSST—Number of services from the “Smart Traffic” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSTRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Traffic” segment,
• FST—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Traffic” segment,
• NoSSSM—Number of services from the “Smart Shopping Mall” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSSMRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Shopping Mall” segment,
• FSSM—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Shopping

Mall” segment,
• NoSSIS—Number of services from the “Smart Information Services” segment offered

by telecom,
• NoSSISRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Information Services” segment,
• FSIS—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Information

Services” segment,
• NoSSTS—Number of services from the “Smart Tourism Services” segment offered

by telecom,
• NoSSTSRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Tourism Services” segment,
• FSTS—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Tourism

Services” segment,
• SC—Smart City
• ST—Smart Traffic
• SSM—Smart Shopping Malls
• SIS—Smart Information Services
• STS—Smart Tourism Services

Specialized IoT services for private users (B2C)

QoSIoTB2C =

(
NoSSH ·FSH
NoSSHRe f

+
NoSSHC·FSHC

NoSSHCRe f
+

NoSSEd·FSEd
NoSSEdRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSIoTB2C—Specialized IoT services for private users (B2C),
• NoS—Number of Services,
• NoSSH—Number of services from the “Smart Home (and Building)” segment offered

by telecom,
• NoSSHRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Home (and Building)” segment,
• FSH—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Home (and

Building)” segment,
• NoSSHC—Number of services from the “Smart HealthCare/and Fitness)” segment

offered by telecom,
• NoSSHCRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart HealthCare (and Fitness)”

segment,
• FSHC—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart HealthCare

(and Fitness)” segment,
• NoSSEd—Number of services from the “Smart Education” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSEdRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Education” segment,
• FSEd—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Educa-

tion” segment,
• SH—Smart Homes (and Buildings)
• SHC—Smart HealthCare (and Fitness)
• SEd—Smart Education

Business Internet of Things (B2B; BIoT) services,
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QoSBIoT =

(
NoSSA·FSA
NoSSARe f

+
NoSSV ·FSV
NoSSVRe f

+
NoSSF·FSF
NoSSFRe f

+
NoSSE·FSE
NoSSERe f

+
NoSSEM·FSEM

NoSSEMRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSBIoT—Business Internet of Things (B2B; BIoT) services,
• BIoT—Business Internet of Things
• NoS—Number of Services
• NoSSA—Number of services from the “Smart Agriculture” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSARef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Agriculture” segment,
• FSA—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Agricul-

ture” segment,
• NoSSV—Number of services from the “Smart Vehicle” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSVRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Vehicle” segment,
• FSV—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Vehicle” segment,
• NoSSF—Number of services from the “Smart Factory” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSFRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Factory” segment,
• FSF—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Factory” segment,
• NoSSE—Number of services from the “Smart Energy” segment offered by telecom,
• NoSSERef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Energy” segment,
• FSE—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Energy” segment,
• NoSSEM—Number of services from the “Smart Environmental Monitoring” segment

offered by telecom,
• NoSSEMRef—Defined reference services from the “Smart Environmental Monitoring”

segment,
• FSEM—A factor that describes the importance of services from the “Smart Environ-

mental Monitoring” segment,
• SA—Smart Agriculture
• SV—Smart (Connected) Vehicles
• SF—Smart Factories
• SE—Smart Energy (Smart Grids)
• SEM—Smart Environmental Monitoring

Quality of OTT video service,

QoSOTTVideo =

(
QoSTVtg·FTVtg

QoSTVtgRe f
+

QoSVoD·FVoD
QoSVoDRe f

+
QoSFVL·FFVL

QoSFVLRe f
+

QoSMVL·FMVLg

QoSMVLRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSOTTVideo—Quality of OTT video service,
• QoSTVtg—Quality of “TV to go” service,
• QoSTVtgRef—Reference value of Quality of “TV to go” service,
• QoSVoD—Quality of “Video on demand” service,
• QoSVoDRef—Reference value of Quality of “Video on Demand” service
• QoSMVL—Quality of “Movie Video Library” service,
• QoSMVLRef—Reference value of Quality of “Movie Video Library” service
• QoSMuVL—Quality of “Music Video Library” service,
• QoSMuVLRef—Reference value of Quality of “Music Video Library” service
• TVtg—TV to go
• VoD—Video on Demand
• MVL—Movie Video Library
• MuVL—Music Video Library
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Quality of OTT service for calls and messages,

QoSOTTVV&M =

(
QoSVC·FVC
QoSVCRe f

+
QoSVoi·FVoi
QoSVoiRe f

+
QoSMess·FMess

QoSMessRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSOTTVV&M—Quality of OTT service for calls and messages,
• QoSVC—Quality of “Video Call” service,
• QoSVCRef—Reference value of Quality of “Video Call” service
• QoSVoi—Quality of “Voice Call” service,
• QoSVoiRef—Reference value of Quality of “Voice Call” service
• QoSMess—Quality of “Message” service,
• QoSMessRef—Reference value of Quality of “Message” service
• VC—Video Call
• Voi—Voice
• Mess—Messages

Software as a Service (SaaS),

QoSSaaS =

(
NoSSaaS

NoSSaaSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSSaaS—Quality of Software as a Service (SaaS) offer,
• NoSSaaS—Number of “SaaS” offer,
• NoSSaaSRef– Reference list and number of “SaaS” offer.

Platform as a Service (PaaS)

QoSPaaS =

(
NoSPaaS

NoSPaaSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSPaaS—Quality of Platform as a Service (PaaS) offer,
• NoSPaaS—Number of “PaaS” offer,
• NoSPaaSRef– Reference list and number of “PaaS” offer.

Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS),

QoSIaaS =

(
NoSIaaS

NoSIaaSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSIaaS—Quality of Infrastructure as a Service (PaaS) offer,
• NoSIaaS—Number of “IaaS” offer,
• NoSIaaSRef– Reference list and number of “IaaS” offer.

Anything as a Service (XaaS)

QoSXaaS =

(
NoSXaaS

NoSXaaSRe f

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSXaaS—Quality of Anything as a Service (XaaS) offer,
• NoSXaaS—Number of “XaaS” offer,
• NoSXaaSRef– Reference list and number of “XaaS” offer.
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Combined advanced services,

QoSComb =

(
QoSOTT&IoTg·FOTT&IoTg

QoSOTT&IoTRe f
+

QoSSaaS&IoT ·FSaaS&IoT
QoSSaaS&IoTRe f

+
QoSPaaS&IoT ·FPaaS&IoT

QoSPaaS&IoTRe f
+

QoSIaaS&IoT ·FIaaS&IoT
QoSIaaS&IoTRe f

)
·0.1

For all the items analyzed in this supplement, it is possible to increase the amount ob-
tained if AI applications are applied to improve and increase the value of the user experience.

Appendix H

The quality of distribution of sales centers in the country

QoSP =

(
QoSPUA1·FUA1

QoSPRe f UA1
+

QoSPUA2·FUA2

QoSPRe f UA2
+

QoSPUA3·FUA3

QoSPRe f UA3
+

QoSPUA4·FUA4

QoSPRe f UA4
+

QoSPUAA·FUAA
QoSPRe f UAA

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSP—The quality of distribution of sales centers in the country
• QoSPUAx—Quality of Sales Points distribution for UAx level of settlements,
• QoSPUAxRef—Reference Quality of Sales Points distribution for UAx level

of settlements,
• FUAx—Factor that describes importance of UAx level.

The quality of distribution of sales representatives and partners in the country

QoSRP =

(
QoSRPUA1·FUA1

QoSRPRe f UA1
+

QoSRPUA2·FUA2

QoSRPRe f UA2
+

QoSRPUA3·FUA3

QoSRPRe f UA3
+

QoSRPUA4·FUA4

QoSRPRe f UA4
+

QoSRPUAA·FUAA
QoSRPRe f UAA

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSRP—The quality of distribution of sales representatives and partners in the country
• QoSRPUAx—Quality of Sales Representatives and Partners distribution for UAx level

of settlements,
• QoSPUAxRef—Reference Quality of Sales Partners and Representatives distribution for

UAx level of settlements,
• FUAx—Factor that describes importance of UAx level.

Quality of sales and customer care staff,

QoS&CC =

(
RSCC/P·FSCC/P

Re f RSCC/P
+

QoSCCHS·FHS
Re f QoSCCHS

+
QoESCC·FESSC

Re f QoESCC
+

QoSCCFL·FFL
Re f QoSCCFL

)
·0.1

where:

• RSCC/I—Ratio between Sales and Customer Care Stuff and Population in the county—
the ratio of staff to the number of users and/or residents in the country—valid for
the case R < RRef. For the case R > RRef, it is assumed that R = RRef, but a negative
feedback loop is sent to the HR area due to the excessive number of employees.

• QoSCCHS—High School—Staff qualifications—highly educated staff in relation to the
number of employees in SCC area,

• QoESCC—Quality of education of SCC staff—Number of certified courses completed
by staff in relation to the number of SCC staff in the last year—level of courses with
exam passing and relevant “school” or “training center”

• QoSCCFL—Number of staff fluent in at least one world language compared to the
number employed in SCC,

• RefR and RefQ—They indicate the reference values for the components of the transi-
tion item,

• F—a factor that indicates the value of an individual component of this item.
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Quality of B2C on-line sales,

QoB2COLS =

(
QoNC·FNC
Re f QoNC

+
QoEEC·FEEC
Re f QoEEC

)
·0.1

where:

• QoB2COLS—The quality of B2C on-line sales,
• QoNC—Quality of New Contract realization,
• RefQoNC—Reference Quality of New Contract Realization,
• FNC—Factor that defines importance of New Contract realization,
• QoEEC—The quality of Extension of Existing Contract realization,
• RefQoEEC—Reference Quality of Extension of Existing Contract realization,
• FEEC—Factor that defines importance of Extension of Existing Contract Realization,
• NC—New Contract
• EEC—Extension of Existing Contract
• Possibility and quality of contract extension (delivery to the address)
• Possibility and quality of signing a new contract (delivery to the address)
• The time of realization and delivery of the potential device (HW) to the user’s business

address is analyzed—that is, the time from the conclusion of the NC or EEC to the end
of the realization.

Quality of B2C on-line customer care and customer support,

QoB2COLCC =

(
PoCI·FPoCI
Re f PoCI

+
PoTPS·FPoTPS

Re f PoTPS
+

PoOPS·FPoOPSs
Re f PoOPS

)
·0.1

where:

• PoCI—Percentage of Correct Information—Percentage of obtaining accurate and spe-
cific information in a short (defined) time,

• PoTPS—Percentage of Technical Problem Solutions—Percentage of solving technical
problems on-line,

• PoOPS—Percentage of Other Problem Solutions—The percentage of solving other
problems (complaints/appeals and similar),

• RefPoXY—Reference values for these parts of item,
• FXY—Factor that defines importance of PoXY.

Quality of B2B on-line sales,

QoB2BOLS =

(
QoNC·FNC
Re f QoNC

+
QoEEC·FEEC
Re f QoEEC

)
·0.1

where:

• QoB2BOLS—The quality of B2B on-line sales,
• QoNC—Quality of New Contract realization,
• RefQoNC—Reference Quality of New Contract Realization,
• FNC—Factor that defines importance of New Contract realization,
• QoEEC—The quality of Extension of Existing Contract realization,
• RefQoEEC—Reference Quality of Extension of Existing Contract realization,
• FEEC—Factor that defines importance of Extension of Existing Contract Realization,
• NC—New Contract
• EEC—Extension of Existing Contract
• Possibility and quality of contract extension (delivery to the address)
• Possibility and quality of signing a new contract (delivery to the address)
• The time of realization and delivery of the potential device (HW) to the user’s business

address is analyzed—that is, the time from the conclusion of the NC or EEC to the end
of the realization.
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Quality of B2B on-line customer care,

QoB2BOLCC =

(
PoCI·FPoCI
Re f PoCI

+
PoTPS·FPoTPS

Re f PoTPS
+

PoOPS·FPoOPSs
Re f PoOPS

)
·0.1

where:

• PoCI—Percentage of Correct Information—Percentage of obtaining accurate and spe-
cific information in a short (defined) time,

• PoTPS—Percentage of Technical Problem Solutions—Percentage of solving technical
problems on-line,

• PoOPS—Percentage of Other Problem Solutions—The percentage of solving other
problems (complaints/appeals and similar),

• RefPoXY—Reference values for these parts of item,
• FXY—Factor that defines importance of PoXY.

Quality of pre-sales analysis,

QoDWhPre−Sales =

(
QoDWhPPC·FPPC
Re f QoDWhPPC

+
QoDWhPBC·FPBC
Re f QoDWhPBC

)
·0.1

where:

• QoDWhPre-Sales—Quality of Pre-Sales analysis,
• QoDWhPPC—Quality of DWh base of private customers,
• QoDWhPBC—Quality of DWH of business customers
• RefDWhPPC/B—Reference of DWhPPC/B.
• FPPC/B—Factor that defines importance of DWhPPC/B
• PPC—Potential Private Customers—Database of potential private users with details

about them.
• PBC—Potential Business Customers—Database of potential business users with details

about them.

Quality of post-sales analysis,

QoDWhPost−Sales =

(
QoDWhEPC·FEPC
Re f QoDWhEPC

+
QoDWhEBC·FEBC
Re f QoDWhEBC

+
QoDWhEPPC·FEPPC

Re f QoDWhEPPC

)
·0.1

where:

• QoDWhPost-Sales—The quality of Post-Sales analysis,
• QoDWhEPC—Quality of DWh of existing private customers,
• QoDWhEBC—Quality of DWh of existing business customers,
• QoDWhEPPC—Quality of DWh of existing pre-paid customers,
• RefXYC—Referent values for DWh for all categories,
• FXYC—Factor that defines importance of individual parts of the item.
• EPC—Existing Private Customers—Detailed overview in the database of private users

for all services,
• EBC—Existing Business Customers—Detailed overview in the database of business

users for all services,
• EPPC—Existing Pre-paid Customers—Detailed overview in the database of pre-

paid users

Quality of call center

QoCC =

(
PoIC·FPoIC
Re f PoIC

+
PoSCP·FPoSCP

Re f PoSCP
+

PoSSEP·FSSEPs
Re f PoSSEP

)
·0.1

where:

• QoCC—Quality of Call Center,
• PoIC—Percentage of Incoming Calls,
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• PoSCP—Percentage of Solved Customer Problems,
• PoSSEP –Percentage of Successfully Solved Escalated Problems,
• Ref—defines referent values for all parts of the item,
• F—Factors that define importance of individual parts of the item.

Appendix I

Quality of managers

QoM =

(
QoMTL·FTL
QoMRe f TL

+
QoMML·FML
QoMRe f ML

+
QoMLL·FLL
QoMRe f LL

)
·0.1

where:

• QoM—The quality of managers
• QoMTL—Quality of managers—the top level
• QoMRefTL—Quality of managers—the top level (referent values)
• FTL—a factor that defines importance of top-level management
• QoMML—Quality of managers—the middle level
• QoMRefML—Quality of managers—the middle level (referent values)
• FML—a factor that defines importance of middle level management
• QoMLL—Quality of managers—the low level
• QoMRefLL—Quality of managers—the low level (referent values)
• FLL—a factor that defines importance of low-level management

The equation consists of three parts and defines the assessment of three levels of
management: top, medium and low. Of course, considering the organization of telecom
operators, the equation can have more components, but through the performed analysis,
this distribution provides the optimal approach. The CTE model analyzes three levels of
management, i.e., their value and quality for the observed telecom operator.

Quality of employees

QoE =

(
PoET100·FT100

Re f PoET100
+

PoET500·FT500

Re f PoET500
+

PoET1000·FT1000

Re f PoET1000
+

PoET2000·FT2000

Re f PoET2000

)
·0.1

where is:

• QoE—The quality of employees
• PoETXYZ—Percentage of employees who graduated from one of the top XYZ Universi-

ties in the world (percentage of the total number of employees)
• RefPoETXYZ—Percentage of employees who graduated from one of the top XYZ Uni-

versities in the world (percentage of the total number of employees)—the referent value
• FT100 = 0.5; FT500 = 0.25; FT1000 = 0.15; FT2000 = 0.1

Quality of independent recruitment

QoIR =

(
QoHH·FHH
Re f QoHH

+
QoCT·FCT
Re f QoCT

)
·0.1

where:

• QoIR—The quality of Independent Recruitment
• QoHH—Quality of Head Hunting—The quality of engaged independent assessment

agencies at the time of employment
• RefQoHH—Quality of Head Hunting—The quality of engaged independent assess-

ment agencies at the time of employment—the referent value
• FHH—Importance of Head Hunting companies in the recruitment process
• QoCT—Quality of Company Testing—The quality of company approach for recruitment
• RefQoCT—Quality of Company Testing—The quality of company approach for

recruitment—the referent value
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• FCT—Importance of Company Testing in the recruitment process
• FHH + FCT = 1

Quality of investment in education

QoIE =

(
QoIPK·FIPK
Re f QoIPK

+
QoISS·FISS
Re f QoISS

)
·0.1

where:

• QoIE—The quality of Investment in Education—Quality of investment in education—
training of existing human resources

• QoIPK—Quality of investment in professional knowledge—Professional studies
and training

• RefQoIPK—Quality of investment in professional knowledge—Professional studies
and training—referent values

• FIPK—factor that defines importance of investment in professional studies and trainings
• QoISS—Quality of investment in scientific studies—Scientific studies and doctorates
• RefQoISS—Quality of investment in scientific studies—Scientific studies and doctorates—

referent values
• FISS—factor that defines importance of investment in scientific studies and doctorates
• FISS + FIPK = 1

Quality of investment in specialized courses and trainings

QoISCT =

(
QoSCTUT3D·FUT3D

Re f QoSCTUT3D
+

QoSCTUT1W ·FUT1W
Re f QoSCTUT1W

+
QoSCTUT2W ·FUT2W

Re f QoSCTUT2W
+

QoSCTUT1M·FUT1M
Re f QoSCTUT1M

)
·0.1

where:

• QoISCT—The Quality of investment in specialized courses and trainings
• UT3D—Up to 3 days
• UT1W—Up to 1 week
• UT2W—Up to 2 weeks
• UT1M—Up to 1 month
• Ref—defines referent values for all parts of the item
• FUTXYZ—factors that define importance of individual parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of compensations—salaries, bonuses, etc.

QoC =

(
QoSR·FSR
Re f QoSR

+
QoB·FB
Re f QoB

+
QoA f P·FA f P

Re f QoA f P

)
·0.1

where:

• QoC—Quality of Compensation—Quality of compensation for employees
• QoSR—Quality of Salaries Ratio—The ratio of the salary amount compared to the

average salary in the country for each of the categories
• QoB—Quality of Bonuses—Precisely defined rules for determining bonuses and incentives
• QoAfP—Awards for Projects—Precisely defined rules for rewarding projects com-

pleted (regardless of daily work)
• Ref –defines referent values for all parts of the item
• F—factors that define importance of all separate parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of the working environment

QoWE =

(
QoME·FME
Re f QoME

+
QoRE·FRE
Re f QoRE

+
QoNKE·FNKE
Re f QoNKE

)
·0.1

where:
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• QoWE—The Quality of Working Environment
• QoME—Quality of meals offers at the employer sites (restaurants, coffee shop, etc.)
• QoRE—Qality of recreation at the employer sites—The possibility of recreation and

rest in the working environment
• QoNKE—Quality of nurseries and kindergartens at the employer sites
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality and expertise of HR staff

QoEHR =

(
PoPh·FPh
Re f PoPh

+
PoA·FA
Re f oAh

+
PoL·FL
Re f PoL

+
PoST·FST
Re f PoST

)
·0.1

where:

• QoEHR—Quality of Expertize of HR stuff
• PoXY—Percentage of employees in HR department
• PoPh—Percentage of certified psychologists
• PoA—Percentage of certified expert analysts
• PoL—Percentage of certified jurists
• PoST—Percentage of certified specialized trainers
• The percentage is compared to the number of employees in the HR segment, which is

compared to the total number of employees in telecom
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of information systems to provide support to company employees

QoDWhHR =

(
QoDWh10Y·F10YPh

Re f QoDWh10Y
+

QoDWhprojects·Fprojects

Re f QoDWhprojects
+

QoDWhedu·Fedu
Re f QoDWhedu

+
QoDWhFL·FFL
Re f QoDWhFL

)
·0.1

where:

• QoDWhHR—The Quality of information systems to provide support to company
employees

• QoDWh10Y—The quality of activities and achievements of employees over the past
ten years.

• QoDWhprojects—Quality of employee participation in different projects.
• QoDWhedu—Type of school, level of education and quality of the university/school

(information about employees).
• QoDWhFL—Quality knowledge of foreign languages and continuous verification of

knowledge of employees.
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of positioning the company as an employer in the observed environment

QoCiE =

(
PoTOICT ·FICT

Re f QoTICT
+

PoTOABS·FABS
Re f QoTABS

)
·0.1

where:

• QoCiE—Company in Environment—The quality of the company in the environment
• PoTOICT—Positioning of Telekom Operator (TO) in the ICT business segment
• PoTOABS—ALL Business Segments—Positioning of Telecom Operators (TO) in the

country, taking into account all business segments
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
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• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.
• Analysis of the environment and positioning of the company as a desirable employer

in the environment—ready-made analyzes carried out by chambers of commerce or
independent agencies can also be used.

Appendix J

Resistance to Political situation in the state

RtPS =

(
RtCaE·FCaE
Re f RtCaE

+
PoBwSTO·FBwS

Re f PoBwS

)
·0.1

where:

• RtPS—Resistance to Political Situation in the state
• RtCaE—Resistance to Changes after Elections—Business resistance to changes after

elections (ordinary and/or extraordinary)
• PoBwS—Potential of Business with State—The potential of doing business with differ-

ent levels of ministries and agencies (municipalities—cities—counties—state)
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Resistance to Political situation in the region

RtPS =

(
RtCaE·FCaE
Re f RtCaE

+
PoBwOSTO·FBwOS

Re f PoBwOS

)
·0.1

where:

• RtPS—Resistance to to Political Situation in the region
• RtCaE Business resistance to changes after elections in neighboring countries or other

countries that have an impact on the country of the observed telecom operator
• PoBwOS—Potential of Business with Other States—Business resistance to changes

after elections in neighboring countries or other countries that have an impact on the
country of the observed telecom operator

• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Potential of Average purchasing power of the individuals

PoAPPI =

(
APPUETO·FUE

Re f APPUE
+

APPEPTO·FEP
Re f APPEP

+
APPSTU TO·FSTU

Re f APPSTU
+

APPRPTO·FRP
Re f APPRP

)
·0.1

where:

• PoAPPI—Potential of Average purchasing power of Individuals
• UE—Unemployed
• EP—Employed Persons
• TO—Telecom Operator
• STU—Students
• RP—Retired Persons
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1
• Average ARPU compared to the estimation of user spending potential on a monthly

basis—by category-categories: unemployed, students, employed persons and pensioners.
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Potential of Average purchasing power of the family

PoAPPF =

(
APPF1TO·FF1

Re f APPF1
+

APPF2TO·FF2

Re f APPF2
+

APPF3TO·FF3

Re f APPF3
+

APPF4TO·FF4

Re f APPF4

)
·0.1

where:

• PoAPPF—Potential of Average Purchuasing Power of Families
• PoAPPF1—Potential of Average Potential Power of Families (Cat 1)
• PoAPPF2—Potential of Average Potential Power of Families (Cat 2)
• PoAPPF3—Potential of Average Potential Power of Families (Cat 3)
• PoAPPF4—Potential of Average Potential Power of Families (Cat 4)
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.
• Average ARPU of shared services in the household compared to the assessment of

the family’s consumption potential at the monthly level—by category—categories:
number of employed family members—up to 25% (F1)—up to 50% (F2)—up to 75%
(F3)—all employed in the family (F4).

Quality of customers who are employees in the manufacturing and all services
industries

PoCMI =
(

NoBCMI ·FMI
MaxBCMI

+
NoBCSI ·FSI
MaxBCSI

)
·0.1

where:

• QoCMI—Quality of Customers in Manufacturing and All Services Industries (The
item also excludes users at any level of local, county or state government)

• NoBCMI—Number of Telecom Business Customers from manufacturing industries
• NoBCSI—Number of Telecom Business Customers from Service Industries
• Max—defines Maximum values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Potential of international private and family tourism

PoPV =

(
UoPVU1D·FU1D

NoPVU1D
+

UoPVU3D·FU3D
NoPVU3D

+
UoPVU1W ·FU1W

NoPVU1W
+

UoPVU1M·FU1M
NoPVU1M

)
·0.1

where:

• PoPV—Potential of international private and family tourists
• U—Users
• N—The entire amount of visitors
• U1D—Up to 1 day
• U3D—up to three days
• U1W—up to 1 week
• U1M—up to 1 month
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Potential of international business visitors to the state

PoBV =

(
UoBVUTD·FUTD

NoBVUTD
+

UoBVMTD·FMTD
NoBVMTD

)
·0.1

where:

• PoBV—Potential of Business Visitors
• UTD—Up to three days
• MTD—More than three days
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• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1
• This equation analyzes business visitors and their activities on the network of telecom

operators. It has two separate parts: it analyzes business visitors “up to three days”
(UTD) and “more than three days” (MTD). After conducting analyses, it was concluded
that most business conferences and similar events last up to three days. Visitors to such
events are generally larger and better consumers of telecom operators than business
users who come to visit for more than three days. Factors F give a description of the
values for both items and their sum is one (1). CTE model gives precise description
and explanation how to get required values in the given equation.

Quality and speed of resolving legal cases in courts

QSoRLC =

(
SoCTO·FSoC

Re f SoC
+

SSoPLRTO·FPLR
Re f SSoPLR

+
UCTO·FUC

Re f UC

)
·0.1

where:

• QSoRLC—Quality and Speed of Resolving Legal Cases
• SoC—The success of the collection of customer invoices
• SSoPLR—Successful solution of property—legal relations –
• UC—User complaints against telecom operators that have been successfully resolved
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Regulatory stability in telecom sector

QoRS =

(
PPLTO·FPPL

PPL
+

UATO·FUA
UA

)
·0.1

where:

• QoRS—Quality of Regulatory Stability
• PPL—Pre-planned activities—Pre-planned regulatory activity and telecom influence

on activity
• PPLTO—Pre-planned activities that Telekom had an influence on and collaborated on
• UA—Unplanned activities—Unplanned activities of the regulator and the influence of

telecoms on reducing potential damage
• UATO—Unplanned activities that were successfully resolved by Telekom and did not

cause any kind of “damage”.
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Percentage of energy usage from renewable energy sources

PoRES =

(
AECoRESOwn·FOwn

TAE
+

AECoRESOM·FOM
TAE

)
·0.1

where:

• PoRES—Percentage of energy usage from Renewable Energy Sources
• RESown—Own RES—Own sources—Total amount of energy use from own renewable

energy sources
• RESOM—RES of Other Manufacturers—The total remaining amount of energy use

from renewable energy sources by other producers
• TAE—Total Amount of Energy
• AEC—Amount of Energy Consumption
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.
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Appendix K

Quality of brand in the state

QoB =

(
QoBPriv·FPriv
Re f QoBPriv

+
QoBBus·FBus
Re f QoBBus

)
·0.1

where:

• QoBpriv—Recognition of brand quality among the population
• QoBbus + Recognition of brand quality among the business segments
• All brands positioned in the country are taken into consideration.
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of sub-brands in the state

QoSubB =

(
QoSubBPriv·FPriv
Re f QoSubBPriv

+
QoSubBBus·FBus
Re f QoSubBBus

)
·0.1

where:

• QoSubBpriv—Recognition of sub-brand quality among the population
• QoSubBbus + Recognition of sub-brand quality among the business segments
• All sub-brands that are positioned in that segment are taken into account (e.g., sub-

brand pre-paid services, sub-brand IPTV services, etc.)
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of brand and sub-brands recognized by visitors

QoB&SB =

(
QoB·FB
Re f QoB

+
QoSB·FSubB
Re f QoSB

)
·0.1

where:

• QoB&SB—Quality of brands and sub-brands recognized by visitors
• QoB—Recognition of brand quality among the visitors
• QoSB + Recognition of sub-brand quality among the visitors
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.
• The identification of the brands and sub-brands in the field of telecommunications is

analyzed, so only direct competition without analyzing all brands on the market.

Relative amount of funds invested in campaigns considering spending on state-
level marketing in all business sectors

QoAF =

(
QoAdv·FAdv
Re f QoAdv

+
QoCtv·FCtv
Re f QoCtv

)
·0.1

where:

• QoAF—Quality of Amount of Funds
• QoAdv—Quality of Advertising—Quality and distribution of money invested in

advertising in the media
• QoCtv—Quality of Creativity—Quality of money invested in creative solutions
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.
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Quality of digital advertising—own web page quality

QoWP =

(
NoVis·FNoVis

Re f NoVis
+

DoVis·FDoVis
Re f DoVis

)
·0.1

where:

• QoWP—Kvaliteta web stranice
• NoVis—Number of website visits in one day—Page traffic compared to the most

visited website of a company in that country
• DoVis—Duration of the Visit—The average retention on the page—the ease of getting

information—is compared to the website of the company that is the best in that country
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1.

Quality of digital advertising–web advertising

QoWAdv =

(
NoWatch·FNoWatch

Re f NoWatch
+

NoClicks·FNoClicks
Re f NoClicks

)
·0.1

where:

• QoWAdv—Quality of digital advertising –Web Advertising
• NoWatch—Number of Watches—Number of ad views
• NoC—NoClicks—Number of “clicks” on the ad—Number of clicks on the ad that

leads to the website
• The comparison is made with the ads of the best ranked company from that country

from any business segment.
• Ref—defines Referent values for all parts of the item
• F—defines different factors of importance for all parts of the item
• The sum of all F = 1

Quality of digital advertising–usage of LinkedIn

QoAdvLd =

(
NoFWLd·FFW
NoFWRe f Ld

+
NoACLd·FAC
NoACRe f Ld

+
NoCOLd·FCO
NoCORe f Ld

)
·0.1

This equation has three different parts to analyze. It analyzes the number of followers,
activities and positive comments and replies to comments by telecom operator adminis-
trators. Importance of these three parts is defined by different factors F and activities are
defined by a multiplication of posts on the social network and a review of those posts. CTE
Model gives all important definitions and explanations for this item and for all other items
in this area.

Quality of digital advertising–Facebook advertising

QoAdvFac =

(
NoFWFac·FFW
NoFWRe f Fac

+
NoACFac·FAC
NoACRe f Fac

+
NoLFac·FLike
NoLRe f Fac

)
·0.1

This equation has three different parts to analyze. It analyzes the number of followers,
activities and positive comments and replies to comments by telecom operator adminis-
trators. Importance of these three parts is defined by different factors F and activities are
defined by a multiplication of posts on the social network and a review of those posts. CTE
Model gives all important definitions and explanations for this item and for all other items
in this area.
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Quality of digital advertising–Instagram advertising

QoAdvInst =

(
NoFWInst·FFW
NoFWRe f Inst

+
NoACInst·FAC
NoACRe f Inst

+
NoLInst·FLike
NoCORe f Inst

)
·0.1

This equation has three different parts to analyze. It analyzes the number of followers,
activities and positive comments and replies to comments by telecom operator adminis-
trators. Importance of these three parts is defined by different factors F and activities are
defined by a multiplication of posts on the social network and a review of those posts. CTE
Model gives all important definitions and explanations for this item and for all other items
in this area.

Quality of digital advertising–e-mail advertising

QoE − mAdv =

(
PoReac·FPriv
Re f PoReac

+
PoReac·FBus
Re f PoReac

)
·0.1

where:

• QoE-mAdv—Quality of E-mail Advertising
• PoRea—Percentage of Reactions—Percentage of reactions from the total number of

e-mail ads
• The comparison is made with the ads of the best-ranked company from that country

from any business segment, or if this indicator is not known, a reference value is
defined in accordance with experiences and international research and indicators.

Appendix L

By analyzing the literature, items which are cited in this paper [55–62,69,77–80] and
many other items and conducting tests within this research based on the LTE Advanced
(4G+) mobile network, Refs. [81,82] sampling rules have been created.

At the beginning, it is necessary to define the values of RefADD, RefADU and RefDEL
from equation which is used to calculate both MDUA and MDMG items. When the CTE
Model is used to analyze the potential and compare two or more telecoms from one or
more countries, the highest (DL/UL) or lowest (DEL) measured value of all samples can be
taken for these values, and thus using standardized values, calculate the potential estimate
and make a comparison between telecoms. It is also possible to use maximum or minimum
theoretical values (Ref) for a certain generation of mobile networks for this use of the CTE
model.

When using the CTE model to assess the potential of a telecom for particular types of
services, then the minimum and maximum theoretical values must be used to accurately
assess the potential of telecom for specific types of services.

According to the analyzed literature that was available, the values that will be used
in this paper for the LTE Advanced mobile network of the analyzed telecom were found.
These referent values are:

• RefADD = 300 Mbps
• RefADU = 150 Mbps
• RefDEL = 10 ms.

Prior to the final sampling needed to assess the potential of telecoms to offer services
in a smart city environment, another analysis was made to obtain more precise instructions
for locations, times, and sampling methods. During a few days, samples have been taken
according to a certain schedule in the city:

• on the main roads (so-called avenues and/or boulevards) signal samples were taken
every 10–15 m,

• in residential areas with a large number of tall buildings (6 floors and more), samples
were taken in front of, behind and between the buildings,
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• on the main and other squares with a distance of 10–15 m distance for taking individual
signal samples,

• In front of and around large shopping malls, samples were taken with a spacing of up
to 10–15 m.

These results are not used for calculating the potential of telecoms for providing
services in a smart city, but for defining specific locations and times of mobile signal
sampling. The conclusions after the procedure are:

• deviations in measurements on the main roads in the city were very small and the
signal in all its characteristics was stable,

• mobile signal patterns around and between tall residential buildings differed signifi-
cantly in all essential characteristics (DL/UL/Del)

• the samples of the mobile signal in each square, viewed separately, did not differ sig-
nificantly in their main characteristics, and these differences were in a few percentages.

• mobile signal patterns around large shopping malls showed some significant devia-
tions and these patterns differed.

This specifically means that not too many samples should be taken on the main roads.
It is enough to take samples at the main intersections and possibly one sample between the
intersections (depending on the distance between the intersections). Sampling in residential
areas and around major shopping centers should be more frequent and samples should be
taken at a shorter distance.

Analyzing different settlements (the basis was Urban Area 4), it was concluded that
the minimum number of samples was 10 per square kilometer. As this city is in the “Urban
Zone 1”, its multiplication sampling factor is 4, so 40 samples should be taken. Samples
should be taken during the peak network load, i.e., in the morning (7–10 h), then in the
afternoon (12–14 h) and in the evening when pre-paid users are most active, ie in the period
from 21–24 h. This means that in this case 120 different samples (40 + 40 + 40) per square
kilometer should be taken. This also means that 1920 sampling should be done for quality
analysis of services availability in an urban area of 16 km2, which is a lot.

One of the main goals is to create a robust and modular CTE model for fast but reliable
and quality analysis of the potential of telecom operators. It is necessary that theoretical
settings enable certain approximations in order to facilitate the daily use of the model for
the analysis of telecom operator potentials. It is necessary to analyze the network load for
each observed telecom operator, i.e., whether the load is greatest in the morning, around
noon (for example between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.) or in the evening. In almost all analyzed
cases, the maximum load in the network is between 11 a.m. and 2/3 pm and therefore the
first approximation can be defined in this direction. In addition, it is necessary to analyze
the configuration of the city and see if it is possible to reduce sampling due to wide roads
or some other factors that may reduce the number of samples taken.

For example, in this research, an analysis was performed on appx. 1 km2 in the
inner-city area, which is bordered by two main roads and includes high-rise residential
buildings, but also the largest business shopping center in the city. In parallel with these
measurements described above, sampling can be performed with certain simplifications:

• instead of sampling in the morning, afternoon and evening, sampling will be done
only in the period between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.—maximum number of 40 samples,

• the number of samplings in residential areas but also on major roads will be reduced
(less than 40 samples),

• for the narrower part of the city of 16 km2, it is necessary to take 640 samples (or less
with certain additional approximations) and it is acceptable because 3–4 persons can
perform the required sampling in one day.

The aim of this simplification is to test the robustness of the CTE model. Namely, if
the deviations in the first metering method and in the second with many simplifications do
not have large deviations, then this second mechanism can be used to get results of telecom
potential and with lower costs and activities that could make this model even easier to use.
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In this way, 20–40 samples would be taken per 1 km2 instead of 120 samples, which would
make this model much more acceptable for practical application. This is very important
because these simplifications could significantly increase the use of the model in the case of
5G mobile network implementation.

As for to the first item, an analysis was made for the second item—MDMG item. Test
sampling should be done at places of mass gatherings of people such as shopping malls,
main bus stations, railway stations, playgrounds, university campuses, etc. The MDMG
item is specific because parts of it refers to indoor sampling (e.g., shopping malls) and parts
to open spaces (e.g., university campuses).

From this trial sampling, it can be seen that the obtained data are quite different from
location to location and at only one location (e.g., within a shopping center). The deviations
in the measurements are not very large, but they are still noticeable, and it is necessary to
know this fact. When the CTE model is fully used, it is necessary to define all areas of mass
gatherings in the city and make the necessary samplings. The aim of this paper is to show
how the CTE model can help assess the potential of a telecom for some types of services
and the test samples will be made within the largest and most visited shopping center with
three floors underground and 5 floors above ground, so a total of 8 floors.

In accordance with the previously analyzed literature cited in this paper and in
accordance with test sampling, it is ideal to take samples to the sales center on each of the
floors by taking at least one sample in each of the stores of the sales center. Depending on
the size of the store, a larger number of samples can be taken. In the common area on each
floor, in front of elevators, inside and in front of cafes and inside and in front of restaurants.
This would mean taking about 20 samples on the floors above ground and a dozen samples
on the floors below ground. In addition, in order for the model to give accurate sampling
results, it is necessary to work in the morning, afternoon and evening. So in this case
(7 × 20 × 3) + (3 × 10 × 3) = 340 samples should be taken.

As in the case of the MDUA item, a simplified sampling model will be defined in
such a way that sampling is done only around noon (11 a.m.–2 p.m.) and that the number
of samples per floor is reduced by taking samples. in the common areas on the floors, in
restaurants and cafes, and on the floors below the ground, i.e., the garage. Bellow the
ground several (number of locations depends on underground floor area) locations will be
defined where samples will be taken. It means in this case taking up to 50 unique samples.
As with the first item, the results (with and without approximations or simplifications) will
be compared to see the robustness of the CTE Model. If the final results are not different by
more than 10%, this model can be used for this item for quick assessments of the telecom
operator potentials.
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Appendix N

Appendix N.1 Coverage and Accessibility to User Area

The previous chapter shows in detail how the signal sampling is done for the first two
items in this area—sampling in urban areas. Therefore, it will not be explained in detail here
how samples are taken in urban but also in rural areas and on roads. It will also not explain
in depth how the items from the part of fixed access to users are calculated, but will show
the results by items, the total result of the area (excluding backlinks) and give comments
and guidelines to improve the quality of accessibility to users for observed telecom.

The analysis was performed according to the instructions from the model for this area.
All data for the mobile part were obtained by measuring (sampling) signals, while for the
fixed part of accessibility to the user, available data were used with certain assumptions.
The obtained results are shown in Table A1.

Table A1. Results by items (first area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.04711 0.05686 0.0324 0.0547 0.03874 0.092 0.0127 0.0552 0.0285 0.0824 0.50061

The overall result shows that the assessment of the quality of accessibility to users is
barely half of the maximum amount of this area (excluding backlinks). This points to the
fact that the level of quality of accessibility to users is not at the best level. The analysis of
individual items points even more precisely to the shortcomings in this area.

Appendix N.2 IT and Technological Development Area

This area provides an assessment of the quality and potential of IT and technological
development of the observed telecom. It consists of ten special items, and some are related
to items from other areas. In Section 3.3.2, this area is described, its main characteristics
are given, and all items are listed. Therefore, this will not be repeated in this part of the
paper. In this part of the paper, the obtained results will be presented based on the input
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data for the observed telecom operator and their inclusion in the mathematical equations
of all items in the area. These results as well as the result of the total value of this area are
shown in Table A2.

Table A2. Results by items (second area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.082 0.0125 0.0413 0.015 0.09 0 0.01 0.01 0.004 0 0.2048

The overall result of this area clearly indicates the weak IT and technological devel-
opment and the weak potential of telecoms in these items. The maximum value of this
area is 1 (no potential increase due to the impact of feedback) and the calculation shows
that the IT and technological potential of this operator is very low. What is particularly
worrying is the fact that the calculation of two items is zero (0) and amounts three items
are very low. This means that with such low IT and technological development, some other
areas, for example Product Development and Service Development, will not have high
amounts—due to this fact, they will have a significantly lower assessment of potential.

By analyzing this area and assessing the potential, it can be clearly concluded that the
observed telecom operator must significantly improve the quality of IT and technological
development. Of course, for precise guidelines, it is necessary to take into account the
analysis of all areas and the impact of feedback in order to get a more precise answer to
the extent of these investments. But it can certainly be concluded from this area that the
observed telecom lags significantly behind in technological and IT development.

Appendix N.3 Products Development Area

The Product Development Area is area at the Business Level (BL). This area has its
links with other areas and has particularly emphasized links with the previously described
area of IT and technological development and with the Area of Service Development. This
area is one of the areas that provides answers about the potential of the offer that telecom
has on the market. As the product offer is related to the possibility of providing services
and technological development and accessibility to users, this area is often connected with
both areas from the technical level, with the area of service development but also with
other areas dealing with customer or advertising issues. Table A3 shows the calculation of
items in this area.

Table A3. Results by items (Product Development Area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.0532 0.0607 0.0601 0.0327 0.0627 0 0.0134 0 0.0519 0.0433 0.4986

The maximum value of this area is one (1). The obtained result (0.4986) clearly shows
that this telecom has significant potential to improve supply, especially in some of the items.
This area gives a clear picture of the current potential but also provides the opportunity to
improve the offer by correcting certain values in the products. Thus, reading the results
of this area gives a picture of the potential and quality of supply, but also guidelines for
improving supply. In addition, it is necessary to consider the impact of other areas on
this area, but also the reverse—the impact of this area on other areas. All this ultimately
provides clearer guidelines for making certain business and strategic business decisions.

Appendix N.4 Services Development Area

The Service Development area is closely related to the previous area but also to
some other areas of the model. This primarily refers to the area of IT and technological
development. The importance of this area for the functioning of telecoms is huge because
it indicates the use of existing IT and technological infrastructure, but also the fact that
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through feedback clearly indicates what to invest in (hence indicates market trends) in
terms of IT and technological development. After collecting the input data for this area and
including them in the corresponding equations, the results were obtained by items, which
are shown in Table A4.

Table A4. Results by items (Service Development Area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0 0 0 0.025 0 0.014 0.01 0 0 0 0.049

The results (both individual by items and total result) in this area clearly indicate that
the observed telecom operator has a significant shortcoming in the development of new
and advanced services. All of this is due to IT and technological shortcomings. Such a poor
result is reflected in the area of Product Development and the result in this area is signifi-
cantly lower because there is no basis for creating new and modern telecommunications
products. What can be recommended is to urgently invest in infrastructure for new services
in order to design and create new advanced services and new products based on them. It
is necessary to make a market analysis and determine which of the services would be the
most cost-effective to begin with and start investing in new technologies that will support
such sustainable development. This should certainly be a priority in the development of
this telecom’s business.

Appendix N.5 Sales and Customer Care Area

This area analyzes the quality of access and care for different types of users through its
items. Already, access and customer care is one of the key segments of quality business and
this will be even more pronounced in the coming years and decades. Therefore, the analysis
of results in this area is extremely important and it is necessary to consider and conclude
how this segment can be improved. The necessary data were collected and inserted into
the equations and the results were obtained by the items shown in Table A5.

Table A5. Results by items (Sales and Customer Care Area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.0723 0.0614 0.024 0.017 0.0341 0.01 0.01 0.0891 0.0734 0.0241 0.4181

The results show that sales and customer care can be significantly improved and
enhanced. The results for individual items are quite low and this is especially true for the
online segment of sales and customer care. In this segment, with a small investment, this
type of access to users can be significantly improved and improved and their satisfaction
can be increased. In any case, it is necessary to take urgent steps in repairing the access to
the user (especially online access) and to repair the pre-sale and after-sales analysis.

Appendix N.6 Human Resources (HR) Area

The importance and significance of this area is clear to every company in every
business segment. Therefore, this area will not be described too much here, but the results
will be presented in Table A6 and briefly commented on.

Table A6. Results by items (HR Area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.0427 0.0431 0.012 0.014 0.007 0.0771 0.004 0.017 0.033 0.0421 0.292

Unfortunately, it is evident that Human Resources Management is at a very low level,
but it is possible to draw conclusions from the results of how and in which direction work
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should be done to significantly improve this. Significant investment is certainly needed
in advancement and specialized courses, informatization of HR departments, but also
training of staff working on these jobs. In this way, the business results of this operator
would ultimately be significantly improved.

Appendix N.7 Political, Financial, Law and Regulatory Issues Area

This area provides answers to questions about the potential of telecom in the environ-
ment in which it operates and what is the potential of telecom to withstand changes in the
market and environment. Although we read about four different segments, given their
interaction and action on telecom, they are located in the same area with defined items that
as such have the most significant impact on the business of telecoms. Of course, these items
as well as items in other areas are subject to change over time and for this purpose, it is
necessary to constantly analyze the changes and how they affect the business of telecoms.
This area and its main characteristics have already been explained, so only the results of
what will be presented are here (Table A7).

Table A7. Results by items (PFL&R Area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.012 0.0247 0.0173 0.0142 0.011 0.0427 0.0177 0.0087 0.0492 0.0023 0.1998

The maximum value of this area is one (without the influence of feedback), so it is
evident how little the observed telecom is resistant to its environment and how little it
uses the potentials from the environment. Here we will not delve into a deeper analysis of
shortcomings but only make recommendations for better use of the potential of existing
resources and opportunities from the environment that can be affected by telecom (of
course it cannot affect all items in the environment).

Appendix N.8 Quality of Brand and Presence in the Public Area

This area defines the presence of telecom in the environment and its effect on the
environment. This area has already been described and its main characteristics and features
have been given, so only the results by items will be presented here (Table A8) and basic
recommendations for the observed telecom will be given.

Table A8. Results by items (B&PP Area).

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X In Total

0.0582 0.0534 0.0628 0.03147 0.03014 0.0234 0.02117 0.0101 0.0112 0.0041 0.30598

The final result shows that there is a significant opportunity to raise the level of value
of this area. This primarily refers to greater activity in the digital environment and this
would not require greater financial investment. Increasing these activities would also
increase the value of previous items, as this would increase the quality of the brand and
sub-brands. Thus, it is possible to significantly raise the value of this area, and this affects
the impression that customers and potential customers have about telecom. In this way,
sales activities are facilitated because it affects the better sales of products and services of
this telecom.

Appendix O

The application of Artificial Intelligence (AI) in the CTE model is reflected in the
gradual increase in the number of items. AI does not have its own special segment or items,
but the application of AI is reflected through the impact on individual areas and their
items. There is a possibility that with this approach, with the development of technology
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in the coming years and decades, the CTE model will also contain individual items for AI
assessment in addition to the existing approach of increasing the percentage of individual
items in the model.

Appendix P

The CTE model has a significant number of back-and-forth links between individual
items in the same or different areas, which increases the quality and precision of the
assessment of the potential of an individual telecom. These links will not be shown in this
paper, because there are a significant number of them, and it would be quite complex to
explain them all. They are not necessary for understanding the application of the CTE
model and for understanding its practical application.
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